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ABSTRAcr

In the Olympus project. measurements are performed concerning
scinti llation. attenuation and depolarization on a satell i teearth path in the 10-30 GHz range. In this report. the advance
investigation is made for the processing of the measurement
results concerning depolarization due to rain and ice crystals.
For the case of rain. different existing models for the
relation between depolarization and attenuation are cOmPared. A
procedure is presented which tests the models using the
measurement results.
For the case of ice crystals. several existing models for the
depolarization are presented. They can not be tested directly. A
procedure is presented which derives the statistics of some
characteristic parameters.
Finally. a software set-up is presented which encloses the
mentioned procedures. as well as some other operations on the
measurement results.
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1. INfRODUCfION
For the design. of satellite communication systems, accurate
information is necessary about the propagation medium, in order
to be able to predict statistics of propagation characteristics.
To obtain this information, long-term measurements with slantpath communication links are needed. For this purpose, the
Olympus Propagation Experiment project ("OPEX") [1] has been set
up.
In this experiment, beacons at 12.5, 20 and 30 GHz are
transmitted from the satellite and received at the ground. With
these beacons, measurements are performed concerning attenuation,
scintillation and depolarization. The right interpretation of
these measurement results is quite a complicated process, in the
first place because the unwanted effect of slow changes of
parameters of the environment, such as drift in the receiver, and
"false events" due to equipment disturbances, should be removed,
in order to obtain "real" propagation data. But even when these
complications have been convicted, the interpretation of the data
in order to obtain information about the propagation medium, is a
process which requires careful advance investigation. Firstly,
one should examine which information can and should be extracted
from the measurement results, and secondly, the interpretations
should be matched to those of other experimenters, in order to be
able to exchange the information.
In this report, the investigation as a preparation of the
measurements is made concerning depolarization due to the
troposphere. The measured signals which can be useful for this
part of the experiment are schematically shown in table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Measured signals concerning depolarization
Beacon
BO

Bl
Bl
Bl
B2
with

X

~
~

Frequency

Pol.

Measurements

12.5 GHz
20
GHz
20
GHz
20
GHz
30
GHz

Y
X
Y
XIY
y

CPA, XPD,
CPA, XPD,
CPA, XPD,
ACPA, A+
CPA, XPD,

+
+
+
+

quasi-horizontal polarization

quasi-vertical polarization
A
CPA = copolar attenuation
y

XPD
A

~

cross-polarization discrimination

+ = co/cross-polar

relative phase

ACPA ~ XIY relative CPA
A
A+ = XIY relative copolar phase

8

In chapters 2 through 4 of this report. an investigation is
made of the theories that are already known about depolarization
by the atmosphere. and how these theories can be tested using the
measurement results. Next. in chapter 5. a software setup is
presented which performs the data operations proposed in the
former chapters. together wi th data operations which have been
required for the Olympus project in [2].
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2. DEPOLARIZATION DUE TO RAIN

2.1. Introduction
Depolarization on the propagation path is mainly caused by
hydrometeors such as raindrops and ice crystals. A propagation
medium, containing these hydrometeors, is generally anisotropic,
though it has, projected onto the plane perpendicular to the
propagation path (assuming a zero elevation angle),
two
orthogonal axes of symmetry. In these two directions of sYmmetry,
the medium causes a different attenuation and a different phase
shift. For waves, polarized in other than these two directions,
this
differential
attenuation
and
phase
shift
causes
depolarization.
As far as raindrops are concerned,
the differential
attenuation and phase shift can be explained by the fact that the
shape of the drops is generally oblate spheroidal, wi th the
oblateness depending on the drop size. In the case of very large
drops, there will also be a concaveness at the lower side [3].
Furthermore, the axes of symmetry of the drops are canted from
the vertical, by an angle, depending mainly on the vertical
windgradient [4].
2.2. Models

Theoretically as well as empirically, i t has been shown that
there is a strong correlation between depolarization and
attenuation due to rain. This is why some different experimenters
derived an expression for this relation, in terms of XPD and CPA
("Cross-Polarization Discrimination" and "Co-Polar Attenuation"),
so that using this, from CPA statistics XPD statistics may be
predicted. Al though a complete dependence of XPD on CPA would
require a joint distribution, usually the "average" XPD versus
CPA relationship is investigated.
The different expressions for the relation between XPD and CPA
have been derived from calculations, using theories of scattering
by the raindrops (Hie scattering; point-matching technique), and
using different models of raindrop size distribution and raindrop
shape. On the resul ts of these calculations, curve fi tting has
been carried out to obtain an analytical expression for the
relationship between XPD and CPA. These expressions usually also
contain dependence on the frequency f, the polarization angle 6
relative to the horizontal, the elevation angle ~ and the
raindrop canting angle distribution. This distribution is usually
asyumed to be a two-tier Gaussian distribution: the effective
raindrop canting angle 9, which is defined as the angle of the
long axis of the raindrop relative to the horizontal, both
projected onto the polarization plane, is at one instant on the
propagation path Gaussianly distributed with mean 9 and standard
m
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deviation oS'

while Sm'

which is the effective path canting

angle, varies in time within a rainstorm and from storm to storm,
with mean S
(assumed zero in many documents) and standard
deviation m~

°

Of the different expressions, which have been proposed as
models to predict XPD statistics from CPA statistics, five are
presented here. In these expressions, all factors are in dB, all
angles in degrees and the frequency f in GHz. Furthermore, S
is
nun
assumed zero. If the models are used without this assumption, 6
should be replaced by "6-S
nun
The OCIR model [5]:
XPD

= Clogf

+ I(6,om) + Dlog cos~ + 0.00530: - VlogCPA

(2.1)

with
C = 30

1

1(6,0 )
m
D = -40

= -10Iog2(I-cos(46)e

-0.00240:
)

20, f = 12 GHz
V varies "continuously" with frequency, with {
23, f = 30 GHz.
Assumptions:
- A Laws and Parsons drop size distribution;
- A Pruppacher-Pitter drop shape model;
- A rain temperature of 20°C.
Reconunendation: m = 5°.

°
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The Dissanayake/HaworthlWatson model [6]. hereafter referred to
as "DIHIW-model":

=S

XPD

+ Clogf + I(o.a } + Dlog cos~ + 0.0053a~ - VlogCPA

m

(2.2)
with

= 8.16
C = 21

S

1(0.0m}

[7]

= -201og

sin20

D = -40
V = 20.

Assumptions:
- A Laws and Parsons drop size distribution:
- Spheroidal drops.
Recommendation: 0 = 25°.
0

It should be noted that Dissanayake et al. concentrated on
frequency scaling of XPD. The first two terms of the expression
presented here are obtained in [7]. by curve fitting to a more
complicated expression from Dissanayake et al.
It is also worth noting that for a = O. 1(0.0 } becomes equal
in the OCIR model and this model.
m
m
The Chu model [8]:

=S

XPD

+ Clogf + 1(0.0 } + Dlog cos~ + P.CPA - VlogCPA
m

(2.3a)

for linear polarization and
XPD

=S

+ Clogf + Dlog cos~ - VlogCPA

(2.3b)

for circular polarization:
with
S = 11.5
C = 20

1

1(0.0m}

D = -40
P

= -10Iog2(1-cos(40}e

= 0.075

COS2~

-0.OO24a~

}

cos20.

This model has been derived in a semi-empirical way: it is
based on a theoretical relationship between XPD and differential
attenuation and phase shift. and measured values of the latter.
Although it does not show in the formula. Chu has stated that S
is a linear function of 0 .
0
Recommendation: a ~ 3°; actual value depends on ground
station location.
m
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The

"Simple

Isolation

Model"

by

Stutzman

and

Runyon

[7].

hereafter referred to as "SIM-model":
XPD

=S

+Clogf +I{o.om) + Dlog

COSt

+0.0053a~ -2010gFo -VlogCPA

(2.4)

with

= 9.5
C = 17.3
S

1

I{o.om)

= -1010~{1-cos{4o)e

-0.00240;
)

D = -42
V

= 19.

Assumpt ions:
- A Laws and Parsons drop size distribution;
- Scattering coefficients obtained from Uzunoglu. Evans and Holt.
which are valid for spheroidal drops at 20°C [9].
Recommendations:
- 0
= 12°; am = 3°:
9
- Fo (= the fraction of non-spherical raindrops) = 0.65.
The Nowland/Olsen/Shkarofsky model [10]. hereafter referred to as
"N/O/S-model":
XPD= S +Clogf +(V-20)log l -I{o.om) +Dlog

COSt

+0.0053a~ -VlogCPA

(2.5)
with

S

= 4.1

C = 26

I{o.om)

= -2010g

sin20

D = -40

12.8 fO.19 10 < f ~ 20 GHz
V = { 22.6
20 < f ~ 40 GHz
l = effective path length though rain. in km.
Assumptions:
- A Marshall-Palmer drop size distribution. which is essentially
the same as the Laws and Parsons distribution:
- A Pruppacher-Pitter drop shape model;
- A drop temerature of 20°C.
In [11] and [7]. some comparisons between the first four of
these models have already been made. In these and other papers.
all models were plotted in one figure. so as to illustrate the
differences. In the next section. a similar figure will be
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presented. However. caution should be paid when making judgements
in this way.
The most important differences between the models. which also
come out most obvious in the mentioned figures. are the
coefficients C and V. In most models. these coefficients have
been derived by curve fitting to the theoretical CPA- and
f-dependence. calculated from the used set of scattering
coefficients. Therefore. it is not surprising that differences
will occur. since different sets of scattering coefficients from
different drop shapes have been used. Since the drop shape
(distribution) depends on rain intensity. it would not be
surprising either if different models would turn out to
correspond better to reality in different climatic regions of the
world.
In [12] and [13]. calculations have been made of the
coefficients C and V. using different drop size distributions
(Marshall-Palmer.
Laws
&
Parsons.
Joss-thunderstorm.
Joss-drizzle.
Ajayi-olsen).
different
drop
shape
models
(Pruppacher-Pitter. spheroidal). different rain temperatures
(10°C. 20°C). and otherwise equal parameters. It was found that C
can have many values between 20 and 30. and that V can be
different functions of frequency. with values between 19 and 23.
The agreement between this result and (most of) the proposed
models is evident.
The fact that V in the OCIR-model and the N/O/S-model is a
funct ion of frequency. and not in the others. is not alarming
either: Dissanayake et al.. Chu and Stutzman et al. explicitly
neglect the frequency dependence of V. In [1] it is stated that
"it would be convenient to have V constant".
In fig.

2.1

the term 1(6.0) for the different models is
m

plotted. It apPears that the approximation. made by Dissanayake
et al. and Nowland et al. by taking 0 = O. only affects the
m

resul ts for 6 is around O(mod 90) 0 . For the DIHIW-model. this
approximation is further justified by stating that Dissanayake et
al. were concentrating on frequency scaling.

~---DHW/NOS

20tla

,~-- Chu/Slt'I

"SeAS

I~t----CCIR

I'b,O"rn)l

+-__~~------i-

ocl~a4-_ _~~:""'-_ _

!Jo"

'~S·

T

180"

Fig. 2.1. 1(6.0 ) for the different models
m
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The height

of

the peaks

in 1{6,a)
m

of

the OCIR-model,

the

Chu-model and the SIM-model, depends on the assumed value of a.
m
In the respective papers, values of 3° and 5° are recommended
(see the descriptions of the models). As stated before, these
show different resul ts for small polarization angles. However,
when cOmParing these results, it should be noted that a
m
represents the effective path canting angle spread in time,
within a storm and from storm to storm. It will therefore depend
on the spread in time of the vertical wind gradient [4]. Since
the wind gradient depends on the wind speed, the relation of
which is dependent on the roughness of the earth surface, it
would not be surprising if a were strongly climate and location
m

dependent. This justifies the different assumptions of the values
of a by OCIR, Chu and Stutzman et al. (Another point is that
m
OCIR adjusted the value of a so that it resulted in a maximum
m
value of 15 dB for 1{6,a ).) Summarizing it can be said that in
m
1{6,a ), no fundamental difference between the models is found.
m

Unless the value of a

m

is matched only to the measurement results

and not treated as a parameter with the physical meaning
according to its defini tion, it might be advisable, when the
models are being COmPared, to substitute equal values of a . The
m
one which is valid for Olympus can be derived from the
measurement results.
It is worth noting that 0 ,which is generally assumed zero,
mm
will depend on prevailing wind gradient and thus on climate and
ground station location.
About the Eo-dependent term it can be stated that as long as
Eo < 72°, this term differs less than 1 dB between the SIM-model
and the others.
About a

O

it

can also be expected that

its value will be

climate dependent. but it will also depend on the assumed drop
shape distribution: Stutzman et al. assume a fraction Fa of the
total amount of drops to be spherical;
the other I-Fa
non-spherical. If it can be expected that spherical drops
effectively give the same result as randomly orientated
non-spherical drops (i.e. with homogeneously distributed canting
angles). then anyone. examining the same medium, but stating
Fa
1 (which implicitly has been done in all the other models).
will find a larger canting angle spread. This could explain the
discrePanCY between the value of a ' recommended by Stutzman et

=

O

al.: 12°. and the other recommended values: Dissanayake et al.
call 25° "adequate". Chu derives 30° from. among others,
Saunders' photographs [14]. and OCIR also mentions this value.
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al though here. 0° is called "sufficiently conservative". (am
finds semi-emperically 25°. using another distribution model
[15].) The consequences of these differences can numerically be
illustrated as follows:
SIM:

O.OO53a~ -20logFa

am:

o.oo53a~

D/H/W: O.OO53a~

= 4.50 (oe = 12°;
= 4.11 (oe = 30°)
= 3.31 (oe = 25°)

Fa

= 0.65)

(2.00)
(2.6b)
(2.6c)

It is evident that the difference between the SIM-model and the
Chu-model appears not as alarming as it may seem.
The term P.CPA in the Chu-model
quasivertical and quasihorizontal
neglected by all other models. The
CPA < 25dB. never exceed 2 dB. and

results in a different XPD for
polarization. This effect is
resulting difference will. for
only in extreme cases 1 dB.

Summarizing it can be concluded that the fundamental
differences between the models lie in the coefficients C and V.
The models are further equally composed and only differ in the
neglection and approximation of different dependences. Therefore.
it seems useful not to test one of these models in the
Olympus-project. but a general expression:

XPD

= S'

+ C logf + 1(6.o ) + P.CPA - V(n log CPA
m

(2.1)

In this expression. the coefficients S·. c. V(n and P can be
measured. S' contains the terms depending on ~. oe' I and Fa. the
dependence of which. as explained later. cannot directly be
measured. In the next section it will also be shown that it is
very hard to measure 1(6.0 ).
m

2.3. Testing the models
Testing of the models mentioned in the previous section using
the measurement resul ts can be done as shown in fig. 2.2. The
available signals are the XPD in amplitude and phase. and the
CPA. of each polarization of each beacon. Here it is assumed that
residual crosspolarization subtraction [16] and other corrections
have already taken place. and that the present data are extracted
from rain-events.
The first operation of the testing procedure is taking out the
polarization angle dependence. It is often assumed [11] [18] that
XPD depends on the polarization angle as shown in fig. 2.3.
(Later it will be shown that this effect is responsible for the
term 1(6.0 ).)
m
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Bl (20 GHz)
X-pol.
Y-pol.
XPD 4' I CPA
XPD 4' I CPA

BO (12.5 GHz)
Y-pol.
XPD 4'"1 CPA

B2 (30 GHz)
Y-pol.
XPD 4'"1 CPA

I

I
..j,

Sect. 2.4
XPDc

1

8m

ISubtract
Statistics

Sect. 2.4

ISect. 2.41

,.

AXPD

-I-

~

,J,

I
-J,

Mean or
median AXPD
f.every CPA

.j.

XPDc

Mean or
median XPDc
f.every CPA

XPDc I

1

Mean or
median XPDc
f.every CPA

Mean or
median XPDc
f.every CPA

~

1

(

Curve fitting
Curve fi tting
Curve fi tting
XPDc=U-V1ogCPA XPDc=U-VlogCPA XPDc=U-VlogCPA
U

U

V

,

,J,

Curve fitting:
AXPD=2.P.CPA
8

nun

a

m

V

I

U

.!r

Curve fi tting
U= S'+ Clog f

1

1

1

P

S'

C

VI

Fig. 2.2. Procedure for testing the models for the
relationship of XPD and CPA for rain

I
I

I
I
I

I
.:-..~_~.

'

I

Fig. 2.3. Dependence of

V

:::--oolooo--OC::;

VO

V2
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In fig.

2.3,

am

is the canting angle of one of the axes of

synunetry of the medium, corresponding to the mean of the long
axes of the raindrops, as defined in the previous section,
relative to the horizontal in the polarization plane. XPD for all
polarization angles can be calculated using the polarization
scaling procedure, described by Arnold and Cox [16], if the
complex values of XPD are given for
two polarization
orientations. Then it is also possible to determine the values of
am and XPDc , which is the value of XPD which occurs for 6= am+45°
and for circular polarization. These calculations can be carried
out with the received signals of the dual polarized 20-GHz beacon
(B1). In the next section this procedure will be discussed. In
appendix A it will be shown that XPD not always represents the
c
minimum
in
the polarization angle dependence,
and
the
consequences of this fact will be discussed.
Once a is known, XPD can be calculated using only one
m

c

complex XPD-value. This can then be done for the received signals
of the other two beacons. This will also be discussed in the next
section.
Of the two measured CPA-values of B1, only the one for
Y-polarization is used. This may seem rather inadequate, but this
way, the best continuity between the three beacons is kept.
Apart from this, since none of the models makes use of a
difference in two CPA-values, no information can be drawn from
this difference. It is true that Chu finds the "p"-term as a
consequence of differential attenuation in the two polarization
orientations, but in the expression for his model, he relates the
value of this term to one CPA and not to a difference in two
CPA's.
After the above mentioned calculations, a large number of XPD
c
values and corresponding CPA-values are present. Since the
polarization dependence has been taken out now, the expression to
be tested for the relation between XPD and CPA is, as abstracted
from (2.7):
c
XPD

c

= S' + C logf + V(f) log CPA

(2.8)

For testing this expression, the following operations are
possible:
1) Drawing a scattergram and a joint distribution, as done in
[19]. As stated earlier, this gives the complete relation of XPD
c

and CPA, but the models that are to be tested correspond more to
an "average" relation.
From the scattergram one could determine a regression-curve.
This has however the disadvantage that, because there wi 11 be
much more points with low CPA-values than with high CPA-values,
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the accuracy of this curve will not be equally distributed.
2) Determining an equi-probability relation: This can be done
by determining a cumulative distribution of XPD and one of CPA
c

and joining the values of XPD and CPA that have equal exceedance
c

probability. However. with this operation the correlation in time
of the two parameters is lost.
3) Determining the mean. or median, value of XPD for every
c

value of CPA: this can be done by collecting the measured values
of CPA in bins of (e.g.) IdB and determining the mean or median
of the values of XPD
in every bin. This is the best
c

representation of the relation between XPD statistics and a
c
measured CPA.
Here. procedure 3) is chosen. because of the mentioned
arguments. This operation will now be carried out for each of the
three beacons.
It remains to be decided whether the mean or the median value
of XPD is to be taken. The answer will depend on the number of
c

measured samples.

If

there are only few values of XPD.
c

the

med ian has the d i sadvantage that, when the number happens to be
even, its value may be indetermined. If there are many values of
XPD , the median has the advantage of being less sensi tive to
c

extravagant values.
After this. there will be for every value of CPA and for every
frequency one value of XPD . With least square error regression
c

(or other curve fitting techniques)
coefficients U and V in the expression
XPD

c

= U - V log CPA

from

these values.

the

(2.9)

can be determined. Then there will be for every frequency one
value of U and one of V. Now curve fi tting could be used to
determine the function of V(I), but since there are only three
values for this function available, and it is unknown what kind
of function i t should be. i t may be advisable to leave these
three values as they are.
anve fi tting can however be used on the values of U, to
obtain the coefficients in the expression:
U

= S'

+ C log I

(2.10)

As stated earlier. the other dependences in the term S' cannot be
directly measured. Further operations. however. can provide some
information on the dependence on as. This will be discussed
later.
The one term left to test in this procedure is the Chu-term.
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Following Chu, the difference between the two XPD-values of two
orthogonal polarizations is
AXPD = 2 . P . CPA

(2.11)

In this expression, the value of P only depends on the elevation
and polarization angles (see the Chu model), so it must be a
constant for Olympus.
The two measured values of XPD from B1 can be subtracted from
eachother. After this, the mean or median value of the result for
every value of CPA can again be determined, and with curve
fitting the constant P.
From the measurements of the canting angle 9 , the standard
m

deviation 0

and the mean 9

can be determined.

m
mm
In the previous section it has been shown that the dependence
of XPD on 0 affects the height of the peak in the term 1(6,0 )
m
m
for 6 = 9 . In order to measure the value of this Peak, a.o. the
mm
time average value of XPD for 6 = 9
should be determined.
nun

During the experiment however, 9

nun

is not yet mown, so it is not

possible to do this. It would be possible, after terminating the
experiment, to scale all the measured values of XPD to the value
of 9 ,which then is mown. The usefulness of such a procedure
mm
is however questionable, since a theoretical calculation would
possibly provide the same information. This will be shown in the
following.
Paraboni [2, sect. 3.1] derived the following expression:
- sinh(A/2)sin2(9 -6)
m
XPD = 20 1
og cosh(A/2) - sinh(A/2)cos2(9 -6)

(2.12)

m

Where A = a+jl3 = A"-A'+j(B"-B') with A" and A' the attenuations
and B" and B' the phase shifts in the two planes of synmetry of
the medium. A is called the "anisotropy". As a function of 6,
this gives fig. 2.3. Now 9 varies in time with mean 9
and
m

standard

deviation

o.
m

If

RID

then

calculated, as described before, 0

the
m

median

~values

are

only affects the result for

16-9 1 < 0 , while for other polarization angles the result will
mm
m
remain as in the above formula, with 9 := 9 . This means that
m
mm
only the peaks in fig. 2.3 will be cut off. The relation between
the maxima, that are formed in this way, and 0 can be calculated
m

exactly using the above formula and a certain assumed
distribution function for 9 . This operation will essentially do
m

the same thing as carrying out (theoretical) polarization scaling
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on the measured results of XPD.
The above mentioned statement is only valid when the form of
fig. 2.3 does not depend on other factors than 0 . Paraboni's
m

formula suggests that it will also depend on A. Also in appendix
A it is shown that the location of the minimum does depend on
IAI. However. all experimenters who proposed a model for 1(6.0 )

> 0 m•

m

found. for \6-0

I

20 log ISin2(6-0

) I. This fact leads one to expect that A does

IIIIl

IIIIl

a function which can be approximated by

not affect the shape of the function very strongly. This means
that. under the assumption that 0 is Gaussian distributed. the
m

height of the peaks in 1(6.0 ) can be calculated theoretically.
m

OCIR. Chu and Stutzman et al. already presented an expression for
the result. giving the impression that it was obtained in the way
described above. Since. as stated earlier. an analysis of
measurements would actually do the same. and would be qui te
complicated. it is not very useful to try and obtain it from the
measurement results.
The procedure of fig. 2.2 can be applied either to the
measurement resul ts of a single event. or of a long period of
time. This may depend on which information is desired by the
user.
In chapter 5. it is shown how the procedure can be implemented
in the software. which is set up in that chapter. It is also
shown how to apply the procedure either to a single event or a
longer period of time.
The values for the coefficients that are to be tested. which
are predicted by the models described earlier. can be calculated.
For this case. 1(6.0) is not considered. and e= 26.7° is
m

substituted. which is valid for the Olympus seen from Eindhoven.
Furthermore. 0 = 30° is substi tuted. except for the SIM-model.
where

0

= 12°.
0

0

In the Chu-term 6= -18.4° is substituted. and for

the N/O/S-model t= 5km (variation of t does not affect S' very
strongly). The results are presented in table 2.1. The relations
between XPD and CPA. resulting from these values. are graphically
shown in fig. 2.4.
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Table 2.1. Values of the constants
predicted by the models.
S'

V

C

[0

fl/f2
·. 6.1 · .
· . 14.9 ·.
· . 13.5 ·.
·. 16.1 ·.
10.9 12.2

a:::1R
DIHIW

Chu
S1M

N/O/S

[0
30

21
20

11.3
26

that are
fl

to be

tested.

P

[2

23
20 ~1
· ..... 20 ......
· ..... 20 ......
· ..... 19......
20.1 22.6 22.6

0.048

40

30

20
XPD

(dB)

10

o

o

20

CPA (dB)

30

40

Fig. 2.4. Models for the relation between XPD and CPA for
rain. valid for Olympus seen from Eindhoven.
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2.4. Calculations to test the models
The calculations concerning the dependence of XPD on
polarization angle can be carried out as follows.
In [16]. a polarization scaling technique is presented. It is
based on a matrix representation of the propagation medium. while
the two polarizations of the electric field are represented as
vector components of the incident and received field. The matrix
equation is then given by

[ ::: ] = [ X ] [ : : : ] = [

~

B

(2.13)

D

In this expression. [ X ] is called the depolarization matrix.
It is now possible to scale the depolarization matrix from x-y
to any other polarization orientation a-b. by rotating the
incident field over a certain angle •• letting it pass through
the matrix. and rotating i t back again. I.e.
E

[

E::

]

[cos.
-sin.

=

sin.] [ A
cos.
C

B] [ cos. -sin. ] [E t ]
D
sin. cos.
t:

E

(2.14)

The effective canting angle a of the medium is now equal to (see
m
fig. 2.5):

am

= {)

+

.0

(2.15)

with {) being the actual polarization angle of the x-polarization
and
the rotating angle for which a and b become the
eigendirections of the medium. so the cross polarization
components become zero. This angle can be calculated from (2.14).
The result is

.0

tan

.0

A-D ~ J(A-D)2 + 4BC
=

Fi~2.5.

-2B

(2.16)

The effective canting angle of the medium
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Brussaard [4] has presented an easier formulation for this
result. using the assumption generally made that B=C (in appendix
A it will be shown that this is justified for any medium with two
synunetry axes):
2B

tan 2+0 = A - D
or
2

(2.17)

tan 2+0 = D - D
y
x

= 2Olog ID I.
Y
This expression leaves a 9O°-ambigui ty in the canting angle
value. which is a consequence of the presence of two orthogonal
axes of synunetry. The exact value can be found as follows: if
-180°<+y <0° then 0°<+0<90°: if 0°<+y <180° then 90°<+0<180°. with
wi th XPD

x

+y

= 20 log ID

x

=arg(D)
y

I and

denoting

XPD

y

the

co/cross-polar

relative

phase

of

y-polarization. This can be seen in appendix A.
This equation will be used in determining the effective
canting angle of the medium. from the measured values of XPDx and
XPDy from the dually polarized beacon Bl.
The next desired quantity is XPD . which is the XPD-value for
c

circular polarization and for linear polarization at 6 = 45°. One
could determine this value by calculating the value of 9m+45°.
and substituting this in the matrix equation. However. there is
an easier way to this result. Arnold. Cox. Hoffman and Leek [20]
derived a formula to scale XPD from one polarization to another.
which needs (in contrary with the previous one) only one measured
value of XPD. and the effective canting angle. This formula.
which is based on the same matrix equation. is
D

s

=

D sin26
y

y

+cos26
sin26

s

-cos26

y

(2.18)

s

= 2OlogiD I is the scaled value of XPD. 6 and 6 are
s
s
y
s
the actual and the scaled polarization angle. respectively.
relative to the canting angle of the medium. In this case we can
substitute 6y = 90°+6-9m =90°-+0 (see fig. 2.5). and. since XPDc

with XPD

occurs for 6= 9 +45°. 6 = 45°. This results in
m
s
XPDc = 20 log I Dy sin2+o + cos2+0

I

(2.19)

Since for this formula only the XPD-value for y-polarization is
needed. the value of XPD can also be calculated for the other
c

two beacons (BO and B2). This will thus be done in the project.
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3. DEPOLARIZATION DUE TO ICE CRYSTAlS
3.1. Introduction

For a long period of time it was believed that only raindrops
could cause depolarization on the propagation path, following in
average the laws, presented and modeled in the previous chapter.
This would imply that depolarization can only occur under
condi tions of severe copolar fading. Different measurements in
the early 70's, however, showed depolarization events in the
absence of significant fading. From, among others, comparison
with radar reflections, it was found that the depolarization was
caused by ice crystals, present above the freezing layer [21].
About the depolarization due to ice crystals, much less theory
is known than about rain depolarization. Some theories state that
the ice particles, which can be approximated by ice needles and
ice plates, are aligned by the electric fields in thunderstorms.
The latter conclusion was obtained from electric field
measurements together with XPD-measurements [22].
In the following section, some further published theories and
proposed models are presented.

3.2. Theories
Tsolakis and Stutzman [23] calculated the resul t of single
scattering on ice needles and plates, approximated respectively
by long narrow prolate and flat oblate spheroids. They obtained
the following expression for a depolarization matrix [ X ]:

[ X]

=[

[ I ]

= the

[ K ]

~ IC
= :2

with

I ] - j[ K ]

(3.1 )

identity matrix;

{

}

P [ f ]plate +(I-P)[ f ]needle

(3.2)

In this expression, ~ is the propagation constant (=2wIA) of the
atmosphere, IC is the "ice content". which is a measure of the
total ice encountered by a wave passing through the ice cloud
4

3

(m 1m ). It is obtained by multiplying the volume fraction of ice
wi th the path length through the cloud. Through this it is
proportional to cos~. wih ~= the path elevation angle. P is the
fraction of ice plates and thus I-P the fraction of ice needles,
and [ f ] pate
1
I
needl e are the forward scattering matrices for
plates and needles, respectively. for which some compl icated
expressions were given by Tsolakis and Stutzman. depending on:
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-the refractive index of ice;
-the path elevation angle ~;
-the incident field polarization angle 0;
-the (mean and spread of the) canting angle a of the long axis of
the ice particles, projected onto the polarization plane;
-the (mean and spread of the) rotation f out of the polarization
plane of the long axis of the ice needles (see fig. 3.1).

Fig. 3.1. Definition of the rotation f "out of the
polarization plane".
In (3.1), [ I ] represents the direct received field and
j[ K ] the field, scattered by the ice particles. In (3.2), this
scattered field is shown to be proportional to k o , which means
that it is proportional to frequency.
The factor IC shows that the field, scattered by a single
particle, is proportional to the volume of that particle, and
that all the contributions of the different particles should be
summed.
If an expression for XPD is derived from (3.1) and (3.2), it
will be found that it mainly depends on the crosspolar components
of the scattered field, since the copolar components of the
scattering matrix will be much smaller than those in the identity
matrix in (3.1). This means that XPD will also be approximately
proportional to k o (or f) and IC.
Comparing this result with the different expressions for rain
depolarization, the main difference is that in the icy case, the
attenuation dependent term has been replaced by the ice content.
This is explained by the rain attenuation being also proportional
to the amount of water through which the wave passes. The 0-, ~
and a-dependent terms in the rain depolarization model are
included in the scattering matrices [ f ] in (3.2).
The IC-dependence of XPD, resulting from (3.1) and (3.2) is
plotted for two frequencies in fig. 3.2. The result for multiple
scattering is also included in this graph.
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Fig. 3.2. Dependence of XPD on IC. [21]
In fig. 3.2. the proportionali ty of XPD to f and IC is not
entirely retraceable. This will be due to the fact that for high
values of IC. in (3.1), the copolar components of [ K ] may no
longer be negligible with respect to those of [ I ]. so XPD is no
longer proportional to the crosspolar components of [ K ].
It is also clear from fig. 3.2 that for higher values of IC.
the depolarization calculated using multiple scattering becomes
more severe than that from single scattering. This implies that
(3.1) and (3.2) are not valid for these values of IC.
In the same paper. a more simple expression is derived to
express the XPD of a homogeneous (i.e. containing identical and
equally aligned particles) and purely phase shifting (i.e. not
attenuating) medium. as a function of the differential phase
shift along the principal axes of the medium. (These principal
axes are in this case also the symmetry axes of the ice
particles.) This model is thus the same as the one used in the
expressions presented in the previous chapter for the case of
rain. but with no attenuation. Under the assumption that the
differential phase shift is small «<1), the result is
XPD = -20 log
with

P = the

I ~ sin2{8m-c5) I

(3.3)

differential phase shift and 8

m

= the

canting angle

of the medium symmetry axis. projected onto the polarization
plane. This shows that the depolarization is completely
characterized by the parameters p and 8 . It can also be seen
m

that the dependence of XPD on c5 is essentially of the shape of
the term I{c5.a ) in the previous chapter.
m

A derivation of this formula is given in appendix B.
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Haworth. Watson and McEwan [24] also derived an expression
using multiple scattering on ice plates and needles. However.
they started from the assumption that ice particles will align
into the azimuth (= horizontal) plane under aerodynamical forces.
For the effect of electric fields. they consider two basic
mechani sms :
a) Weak electric fields will have the ice needles adopt a
preferred orientation within the azimuth plane:
b) Strong electric fields. i.e. close to the breakdown voltage
of thunderclouds. will tilt and align ice needles and plates out
of the azimuth plane. Stutzman. Bostian. Tsolakis and Pratt [25]
confirmed this. finding that lightning strokes are needed to tilt
ice crystals out of the azimuth plane.
Haworth et al. concentrated on mechanism a) because it would
occur much more often. Since the ice particles should thus be
lying in the azimuth plane. the relation between 9 and f. as
defined earlier in this section. is fixed. The expression they
obtain is equivalent to

XPD

{

= -20

COS2~ sin26

log (~ko Ie

I)

I ~I

-A.L

1

(plates)

sin26
2
cos ~(acos2~ -1)
2
m

(3.4)
sin26 -asin2~ cos26sin~ I)
m
m
(needles)

+acos2~

where
~

= ensemble
= degree of

m

average of the azimuth rotation

~

(see fig. 3.3).

alignment of the ice particles A <sin2p> _ <cos2p>
si~ cos~
m
m
«> denoting ensemble average)
~I ..L = anisotropy coefficients for scattering by the particles.

a

for waves polarized parallel and perpendicular to the axes of
synunetry of the particles. It should be noted that these are
different for plates and needles and dependent on the refractive
index of ice.
Comparison of fig. 3.3 with fig. 3.2 shows that ~ is related
to the projection of 9 onto the polarization plane. so
tan(I#I-900)=tan9 sin~. One would expect that for ~ an equivalent
m

relationship would be valid. For a--o. this is true. but if a)O.
~ also depends on the mean and spread of f. so the relationship
m

becomes more complicated.
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Fig. 3.3. The azimuth rotation.
In {3.4}. the factors k o and Ie are found like in {3.2}. The
difference with that expression is that under the assumption made
by Haworth et al.. the dependence of O. ~ and..JJ
becomes
m

relatively simple. resulting in the expressions in the absolute
signs in {3.4}.
For plates. {3.4} can be found as for raindrops with 9= 0°.
The factors sin20 and COS2~ are equivalent to resp. I{o.a } and
m

40 log{cos ~} in the rain models. If e.g. ~= goo. the plates are
seen as circles and thus do not depolarize.
For needles. the case of ~= goo results in the expression in
absolute
signs
becoming
alcos2..JJmsin20 - sin2..JJmcos201
=
a 1sin2{..JJm-o}

I.

so the depolarization is proportional to a and

depends on the canting angle of the medium relative to the
polarization angle.
Depolarization is proportional to sin20 when ~= 0° or . JJ = 0°.
m
This is because in both of these cases the projection of the
medium onto the polarization plane gets SYmmetrical with respect
to the horizontal and the vertical.
In fig. 3.4. the dependence on..JJ and a of the expressions in
m
{3.4} is plotted.
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Fig. 3.4. Dependence of XPD on a and..JJ [24] .
m
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In the Olympus project, it is possible to separate the
ice-dominated events in events dominated by mechanism a) and
events dominated by mechanism b), as described by Haworth et al.,
if a lightning detector is used.

An interesting property of ice crystal depolarization of
mechanism b), which is reported a.O. by Haworth, McEwan and
Watson [22], are sudden changes in crosspolar signal level of as
much as 10 dB. These have been found to coincide very often with
lightning strokes. Fig. 3.5 shows a few of these crosspolar
jumps, as registered by Haworth et al. during a thunderstorm on 7
May, 1976.
~
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Fig. 3.5. Crosspolar level jumps during a thunderstorm
[22]. Fig. b illustrates the correlation of
depolarization with lightning activity.
This effect can be explained by the fact that lightning strokes,
being a discharge mechanism of charged thunderclouds, cause a
sudden change in the electric field strength, resul ting in a
sudden change in the alignment of the ice crystals. The
parameters which can change through this effect are the mean
orientation and the degree of alignment (equivalent to e.g. resp.
'iJ and a as defined above for mechanism a». Since the mean
m

orientation determines the effective canting angle of the medium
am, and the degree of alignment determines the differential phase
shift fj, this means that there is no relation between the
magnitude of the jumps in a and those in fj.
m
In the Olympus project, the statistics of these occurrences
can also be examined.
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3.3. Measurements
For such cases when lightning strokes are registered and no
significant attenuation is measured, the procedure of fig. 3.6
can be followed. The depolarization must be caused by ice
crystals which are not necessarily lying in the azimuth plane.
Then the only orientation parameter that can be determined is the
effective canting angle of the mean !Qng axis of the ice
crystals, projected onto the polarization plane (cf. rain medium
canting angle in the previous chapter).
Gale and Mon [26] derived an equation to determine this
effective ice medium canting angle. It is essentially equivalent
to the determination of the rain medium canting angle (see 2.3),
but uses the assumption that the attenuation is negligibly low.
The equation is
2

(3.5)

tan +0 - 2 DyR tan+ o - 1 = 0
A

where D R = Re ( D )
y

with

XPD

y

Y
= 20 log

1Dy I;
(2.15)

and 9m = 6 + +0.
A derivation of (3.5) will be given in appendix B.
Bl (20 GHz)
X-pol.
Y-pol.
XPD
+
+
XPD I
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!

~

eq. (3.6)
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Fig. 3.6. Procedure for calculations of ice crystal
depolarization
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From (3.5) results:
tan;o = Dy R +-

JDy R2

(3.6)

+ 1

The plus and minus sign in (3.6) represent the 90°-ambiguity in
the canting angle defini tion, which is a consequence of the
presence of two orthogonal axes of sYmmetry. The exact value can
be found as follows: if -180°<+ <0° then 0°<;0<90°; if 0°<; <180°
y
Y
then 90°<;0<180°. This will be shown in appendix B.

An equation, equivalent to (3.6) is:
tan2;o =

-1
D

(3.7)

yR

From this, and the fact
A

that D = -D
and D = D
for ice
yR
xI
xR
YI
(see eq. (B. 11) and (B.13) in appendix

(where Dx,y I = Im(Dx,y »,
B), it can be seen that (3.6) is equivalent to equation (2.16).
As was seen in (3.3), the depolarization is completely
characterized by the parameters 9 and fj, so it would be
m

convenient to determine fj as well. Cole and Mon also derived an
expression to obtain this. The expression is
e

ifj

1 + D tan;o
y
- tan;o)
y

= tan;o(D

(3.8)

This calculation will also be made in the project.
After carrying out
distribution function of
determined. From these,
examined if necessary. A
determined.

the

above

mentioned

calculations,

a

fj for each of the three beacons will be

the frequency dependence of XPD can be
distribution function of 9 will also be
m

When no lightning strokes are registered, but still some
anomalous depolarization, i.e. depolarization under the condition
of no significant copolar fading, is measured, the assumption can
be made that mechanism a) (see 3.2), as described by Haworth et
al .• is the depolarizing mechanism. This means that the electric
field will not be strong enough to tilt the ice particles out of
the azimuth plane. Although (3.4) shows a clearly fixed
dependence of some new introduced parameters for this case, the
values of these parameters can still not be derived from the
measurement results. This will be shown in the following.
From (3.4), the effective canting angle of the considered
medium can be derived, by calculating the value of 6 for which no
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depolarization occurs. The result is
sin 29

m

for plates and

= 0

a si~ sin~
- """":,,,,:~_---:,
......:::m:--::-for needles.
m - ~osz~(acos2~ -I} + acos2~
m
m

tan 29

This shows that a given value of 9

m

does not relate to a fixed

• but to a relation between a. ~ and the fraction of
m
m
needles among the ice particles. This means that after the
canting angle has been determined from the measurement results.
still no value of the parameters a or ~ can be derived.

value of

~

m

One could assume a certain value of a and of the fraction of
needles. and then derive ~ from 9 . However. this value of ~
m
m
m
would not contain more information about the ice medium than 9
m
does. Therefore. this will not be done in the project. and the
calculations made in the case of weak electric fields will be the
same as in the case of strong electric fields. shown in fig. 3.5.
It should be noted however. that it is still useful to
separate the data from the two mentioned cases. since there still
is reason to believe that the resulting statistics will be
different.
The sudden crosspolar jumps during thunderstorms could be
registered in the following way. illustrated in fig. 3.7. During
an event of anomalous depolarization. two successive samples of
XPD are compared. which are thus related to eachother by a I
second time delay. If the absolute value of these two samples
differ more than a given threshold value. the magnitude of this
jump will be registered. This threshold value should be large
enough to exclude all fast XPD-changes which are not these
typical XPD-jumps. Different published XPD-time plots showed that
3 dB will be a suitable value.
Further operations could determine:
-the statistics of the change in XPD (I)
-the statistics of the change in crosspolar phase (2)
-the statistics of the number of these occurrences per event (3)
-the probability of coincidence of these occurrences with
lightning strokes. (4) (see fig. 3.7.)
However. this procedure has not been implemented in the software
which is proposed later in this report. The reason for this is
explained in chapter 5.
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Fig. 7. Registration of sudden XPD-jumps during ice
crystal depolarization events.
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4. SEPARATION OF RAIN AND ICE
4.1. Introduction
One of the problems involved in data processing when two
different mechanisms of depolarization are concerned. is how to
decide which one of the two you are dealing with. Not only will
some events be "rain-induced" and others "ice-induced". but rain
and ice can also cause depolarization at the same time.
particularly during thunderstorms wi th rain. In this chapter.
some of the possibilities to separate the two. which were used by
other experimenters. will be discussed. They all make use of a
certain special property of one of the two mechanisms.
4.2. Attenuation
The major property of ice depolarization which has been stated
before. and is widely known. is hat ice does not attenuate. while
rain depolarization shows a strong correlation with attenuation.
This leads one to believe that a very good way would be
separating the data wi th and wi thout significant attenuation. but
both with significant depolarization. However. it may be hard to
determine the right threshold for this decision. A threshold of
1.5 dB is used by Gale and Mon in [26] (at 20 GHz). and also by
Cox and Arnold in [11] (at 19 GHz). where it is stated that
"maximum depolarization due to differential attenuation should be
less than -40 dB (so XPD > 40 dB) at this attenuation level".
A calculation can be made of the attenuation values which
correspond to XPD=40 dB. according to the rain models. described
in chapter 2. The result of these calculations for the three
Olympus frequencies are shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1. CPA for XPD=40 dB for the three Olympus
frequencies.

f
12.5 GHz
20
GHz
30

GHz

OCIR

DIHIW

Chu

SIM

N/O/S

1.0
1.9
3.0

0.8
1.3
2.0

0.6
0.9
1.4

0.6
0.8
1.2

0.9
1.5
2.5

(dB)

In this region. both rain and ice wi 11 conribute to a certain
extent to the depolarization. The region where ice crystals are
completely excluded is for much higher CPA-values. This implies
that. although it is not mentioned in the respective papers. the
models may not be very accurate for such low CPA- and high XPDvalues. Therefore. not too much attention should be paid to the
exact values shown in table 4.1. but more to the order of
magnitude. The conclusion can be drawn that good values for the
CPA-threshold to exclude rain-induced XPD may be 0.8 dB for 12.5
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GHz, 1.3 dB for 20 GHz and 2 dB for 30 GHz, which are the means
of the values in table 4.1.
This decision criterion seems useful, but it excludes the
cases where ice crystals are strongly depolarizing, while a few
raindrops cause a few dB of attenuation and a depolarization
which is negligible with respect to the ice depolarization. Since
no relation with CPA is investigated in the ice crystal data
processing, this data is to be treated as ice data. This suggests
that it should be decided whether or not the relation between XPD
and CPA, as discussed in chapter 2, is satisfied. Here the
problem of the right threshold returns, since a certain margin
should be kept, and a new problem arises: which one of the
proposed rain depolarization models, presented in chapter 2,
should be used?
The conclusion is that such a criterion can only be used after
the experiment has been finished, a scattergram of XPD and CPA
has been plotted, and the actual relation of rain-XPD and CPA has
been derived.
In fig. 4.1, a scattergram as obtained by Fukuchi [19], is
shown.

10

6 =0'
- - theoretical

o

40

Fig. 4.1. Scattergram of XPD and CPA (/= 19.5 GHz) [19].
Fukuchi derived a two-dimensional distribution function of XPD
and CPA, and found that for CPA )14 dB the standard deviation was
constant, while for CPA ~14 dB it increased linearly with
decreasing CPA. This, he concluded, must be due to ice crystal
depolarization. However, an increasing spread in XPD as a
function of CPA may also be due to a low crosspolar signal-tonoise ratio for high XPD-values. Ice crystal depolarization
shows, strictly speaking, in a lower average XPD than the rain
models would predict. for low CPA-values.
In fig.
4.2, an equivalent two-dimensional distribution
function plot, as obtained from a scattergram by Gale and )Ion
[26], is shown.
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Fig. 4.2. Two-dimensional distribution function of

XPD-CPA [26].
Cole and Mon found some different lobes in the distribution
function.
and attributed
them
to rain and
ice crystal
depolarization. respectively. This is a very good way to separate
the two effects. but. i t is very hard to implement in the
sof tware. and. as s tated before. can only be done af ter the
experiment has been finished. This introduces the next problem:
how can rain depolarization be investigated as described in
chapter 2. if the data has not yet been separated from the ice
data?
It can thus be concluded that another. more simple separation
criterion should be used during the experiment. After the
experiment. a better cri terion can be derived. depending on the
results.
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4.3. Additional signals: radar and circular polarization
One way to detect ice crystal depolarization without making
use of the non-attenuating property is using radar. Shutie,
Allnutt and McKenzie [21] calculated the correlation of XPD
events with radar reflections, finding that the anomalous
depolarization had to be caused by particles above the freezing
layer. Fukuchi, Kozu, Nakamura, Awaka, Inomata and Otsu [27]
measured XPD-statistics, simultaneously with radar output. The
radar made it possible to separate events with "stratus"-clouds
and "cumulus"-clouds. For these two.
completely different
relations with CPA were found:
Cumulus:

= 41

- 17 log CPA

dB

( 4.1a)

Stratus:
XPD = 38 - 22 log CPA
(f = 19.5 GHz)

dB

(4.1b)

XPD

Eq. (4.1b) gives much lower XPD for the same values of CPA.
which, they presumed, must be an effect of ice depolarization.
From this they conclude that stratus events are dominated by ice
crystals, cumulus events by raindrops.

Another additional signal that could provide more information
about the medium is a circularly polarized beacon. McEwan, Alves,
Poon and Dissanayake [28] had both linearly and circularly
polarized beacons from which they measured XPD. Further, they
used a theory, called the Simple Ice Model, which made i t
possible to scale the polarization of XPD for an ice medium (like
is done in section 2.4). The presence of ice depolarization was
checked by calculating the circularly polarized XPD-values,
predicted by the model from linear, and comparing this with the
measured XPD for circular polarization. They used this to decide
whether or not the depolarization was caused by ice crystals.
Both of the techniques, described in this section, may be
accurate ways to separate ice crystal depolarization from rain
depolarization,
but since neither radar equipment nor a
circularly polarized beacon is present in the Olympus project.
these can not be used.

3S

4.4. "Deraining": separating coincident rain and ice
McEwan. Alves. Poon and Dissanayake [28] used a procedure to
isolate the ice induced contribution of mixed rain and ice
depolarization. They called it "deraining". It makes use of a set
of scattering coefficients of Dissanayake. which has also been
used to determine the rain XPD-CPA relationship (see chapter 2).
They calculated the polarization transformation. inverse to that
of the equivalent rain. from the measured CPA-value. using these
scattering coefficients. This they applied to the measured
depolarization data. The remaining cross-polar component was then
attributed to ice crystals. which was checked using the Simple
Ice Model. mentioned in the previous section. They state to find
good agreement between this model and the "derained" data.
This seems an excellent solution to the separation problem.
however. it is rather questionable in two respects. Firstly. the
rain XPD-CPA relationship of Dissanayake. Haworth and Watson is
still in combat with all the others. as one can see in chapter 2.
Secondly. there is no proof that deviation of XPD from the value.
corresponding to the measured CPA-value. is caused by ice
crystals. The XPD-CPA relationship is an average. and there may
be a spread around it without necessary contribution of ice
crystals. The check of polarization scaling by the Ice Model is
no proof of ice being the depolarizing mechanism. since the cross
polar component that remains after "deraining". but sti 11 is
caused by raindrops. might also correspond to this model. as far
as polarization scaling is concerned.
Because of the questionabi li ty of the "deraining" procedure.
and because the Ice Model check can not be implemented in the
Olympus project. this way of separating coincident rain- and
ice-induced depolarization will not be used.
4.5. Conclusion
It apPears that during the Olympus project. the only criterium
to tell ice crystals from rain can be the attenuation threshold.
described in section 4.2. A good value for the threshold level
may be 0.8 dB for BO. 1.3 dB for B1 and 2.0 dB for B2. since rain
induced XPD should be >40 dB at these levels.
After the eXPeriment has terminated. and a scattergram has
been made of XPD and CPA. different lobes in the latter may be
found. It may be possible to assign these to rain and ice
depolarization. but no speculations can yet be made about the
conclusions which will be drawn from this.
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5. DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM
In this chapter. a program set-up is described. which performs
the calculations concerning the depolarizing medium that are
required by OPEX [2]. as well as some other calculations. which
have been proposed in the chapters 2 through 4 of this report. It
is not surprising that these two groups of calculations overlap
on certain points.
A flowdiagram of the program is shown in appendix D.
Unfortunately. the program has at the date of publication of
this report not completely been written in a programming
language. Some of the blocks. as they are shown in appendix D.
have however been written. They are listed in appendix E. in the
form of separate routines and functions.
5.1. Main routine

In the main routine (diagram 1 in appendix D) first some
information is asked from the user. It concerns some threshold
level values and information about which channels are measured
and which derivations should be made. Later in this chapter it
wi 11 be specified more exactly what kind of information is
desired.
The event is worked through as follows.
One sample of each channel is read. Next. i t is determined
whether the depolarization is caused by rain or ice crystals.
This will be described in section 5.2. Then he sample is put in
some distribution functions (section 5.3). Next. the value of XPD
is compared with a certain threshold value. as described in
sections A.4 and B.2. If XPD is lower than this threshold level.
the operations described in the next two sections are performed.
The value for this threshold level is set to 30 dB. but the best
value depends on the possible error in.
. The value can be
x.y
changed by the user. if desired (diagram 2).
After all this. the next sample of each channel is read. and
made subject to the same operations. This goes on until the event
is over. The definition of an event. which is used for this. is
left up to the preprocessing procedures. Thus. it is assumed that
one way or the other the information that the event is over can
be obtained.
As described above. the measured values of several channels
(XPD. CPA. etc.) at one instant are needed at the same time. The
data are read from an "event tape". which generally for Olympus
is formatted as described in [29]. However. at the TUE. the event
tape format is different. Here. the data are sorted so that all
samples of one channel from a whole event are stored succesively.
followed by all samples of the next channel. etc. This means that
for the program described in this chapter. the data will have to
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be sorted back in the form described in [29]. This is inevitable,
as inaccurate as it may seem.
Sorting routines are not described here. In [30], a routine is
presented which sorts the data as described above. This may be
used as a guideline for a routine to sort the data back.
5.2. Calculations (diagram 4)

In [2], it is proposed to calculate the effective canting
angle e
of the depolarizing medium, and the differential
m

attenuation d and differential phase shift p in the two
eigendirections of the medium. For the procedure to test the
models of the relation between XPD and CPA for rain (see chapter
2) however, the XPD for circular polarization: XPD, and the
differential XPD: AXPD, are of interest.
c
There is also one special parameter that will be calculated
al though it is not asked for by OPEX. The case is that the
minimum of XPD as a function of polarization angle (fig. 2.3) is
not necessarily reached for .0=45°, but for .0= +arctan 1/~ (see
appendix A). Since XPD

c

= XPD for .0=45°, this also means that

circular needs not
to be
the polarization
for
which
depolarization is worst. (For this, the assumption of a medium
with two principal planes does not even need to be dropped.)
In order to get to know something about the statistics of this
effect, the difference (in dB's) is calculated between XPD and
c

the real minimum in the polarization angle dependence.
difference is called EXPD ("Error-XPD ").
c

This

c

It appeared that the most convenient way to determine all of
these parameters was to first calculate e, then XPD, then
m
c
insert these values in formulae which yield d and P, which in
turn are inserted in a formula that yields EXPD. AXPD is
obtained by simply subtracting XPD and XPD .
c

x

y

The formulae that are used are the following (they are derived
in appendix C, unless otherwise noted):

IDx,y I =

XPD
/20
10
x,y
2

tan 2. 0 = lD Icos. -ID Icos.
x
x
y
y

em = 0

+

.0

(C. 1 )

(see sect. A.3)
(2.15)
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(CA)

XPOc = 20 log IDc I
~

= -

R
to'

20

(C.2)

D +2cos2;0+1+2 D sin2;ocos;
y
og lD]2-2cos2;0+1-2[DJsin2;ocos;

I C C

c

c

-21D Isin2;osin;
y
Y
= arctan
[DJ2- 1

(C.7)

y

(C.9)

c

EXPD

c = 10 log

~2+1+2sAcosB

2sA(1 +cosfj)

AXPD = XPD - XPD
x
y

(A.13)
(see sect. 2.3)

These calculations are performed in diagrams 5 through 9.
In appendix A it is noted that ;0 may be sensitive to
crosspolar level variations if D and D are large. This could be
x
y
improved by averaging the two measured crosspolar levels. This
results in replacing (C.1) by
1 + (IRIIDY I/IDx Dcos(; r +;Y-;)
_
x
4
2
tan ~o - ~cos(; +; ) - cos; )
y
r y
y

(C.3)

with
IRI ~ 10ACPAl20
4

~r

~

A4
~

(see table 1.1).

A special feature in the program is going on processing even
if not all the data that are expected to arrive, actually arrive.
It may e.g. be possible that for reasons of equipment failure,
the phase of certain XPO's cannot be measured. In this case still
some information can be drawn from the data that still arrive, so
it would be convenient to do so.
In the special case where the phase of one or both of the
crosspolar signals of 20 GHz are not measured, the canting angle
can not be calculated. In order to still be able to obtain
information from the amplitude measurements, the eigendirections
of the medium are assumed to be horizontal and vertical, 1. e.
;0= -6 is assumed. Cox and Arnold [17] also do this for the case
that the canting angle cannot be calculated. With this operation
there will always resul t a canting angle, regardless of which
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signals are measured. Knowing this.

xpnc .

IA

.13

and EXPD

c

can be

calculated for every beacon from which XPD and 4' for only one
polarization are measured. If for a certain beacon only XPD is
measured. these calculations can still be made if the assumption
is made that the depolarization is purely caused by ei ther
differential attenuation or differential phase shift. This is
also done in [17]. The formulae which do this are as follows:
Pure differential attenuation

Inc I

=

I( Iny Ilsin24'o I -

(13=0):

cos24'o)

I

(C.15)

(C.16)

EXPDC = 10 1og (s4+l)
4tA

2

(C. 17)

Pure differential phase shift (91=1):
(C. IS)

(C.21)
EXPDc

=0

(C.22)

The question between differential attenuation and differential
phase shift should be answered as follows: An ice medium should
be assumed purely phase shifting; a rain medium can be assumed
causing purely differential phase shift for frequencies below
about 15 GHz. and purely differential attenuation for frequencies
above this value. This is because from tables. presented by Chu
[15] (from which also table A.1 of this report has been taken).
it is seen that for these frequencies. the respective effects are
the most important.
An improvement of this method could be obtained by examining
Chu's tables more carefully. Presumably. there is a certain
relation between IA and 13. which further only depends on f. From
the mentioned tables. an expression which approximates this
relation for each of the three Olympus frequencies. could be
derived. Starting with this expression. instead of 1A=1 or 13=0. it
must also be possible to calculate In I. IA and 13 without making
c
use of 4' .
y
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The decision whether the medium is rain or ice is made in
diagram 3. as described in chapter 4. If for all beacons CPA <
the respective threshold value "CPAthr[i]" for this frequency.
but still some significant depolarization is measured. the medium
is ice. In this statement. "significant depolarization" can be
denoted as: XPD < 40 dB. which is the highest measurable value
for OPEX [29].
A certain hysteresis is needed for this cri terion. so the
medium is not considered as rain until for all beacons CPA >
CPAthr + an hysteresis. The values of CPAthr[O .. 2] are set to
0.8 dB. 1.3 dB and 2.0 dB for BO. Bl and B2. respectively. These
values can be changed by the user in diagram 2. The hysteresis is
set to ~ dB.
If not all of the signals are available. the user can enter
this
information in the elements of
the boolean array
"valid[14]". in diagram 2. The numerization corresponds to the
signals as in [29. ch. 7. table I]. If an element of "valid" is
FALSE. it means that the corresponding signal is not measured and
the received quantity is thus invalid and should be disregarded.
5.3. Distribution arrays
After all
of
these parameters have been calculated.
distribution functions are filled. This is done by incrementing
the value of a certain element of two-dimensional arrays. the
indices of which are given by the different parameters. Eight
joint distribution functions can be filled in this way. namely:
(0) XPD +-+ CPA
(1) XPD +-+ CPA
c
(2) AXPD +-+ CPA
(3) EXPD +-+ CPA
c
(4) sA +-+ CPA
(5) P +-+ CPA
(6) sA +-+ P
(7) 9 +-+ CPA
m
(8) sA +-+ 9
m
(9) P +-+ 9
m
Nrs. 4-9 of these have been requested in [2]; nr. 3 in section
A.2. Nrs. 1 and 2 can be used to test the rain XPD-CPA models. as
described in chapter 2.
Nr. 0 is a joint distribution of merely directly measured
quantities. so that it will contain all the data which has been
qualified as event data. even if for some reason certain
calculations
could
not
be
made.
in
particular
when
XPD(Bl) < XPDthr.
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The user can tell the program at the start which of these
distribution functions are desired. This is done in diagram 2, by
setting booleans in an array "desired[lO]" to ei ther TRUE or
FALSE. the respective meanings of which should be clear.
One more thing that can be mentioned about the distribution
arrays is that the sizes are determined by the range of the
parameters. divided by the bin size, which are specified in [29]
resp. [2] (except for AXPO) as shown in table 5.1.
The program could be extended so that distribution functions
of other measured quantities in the Olympus project could also be
derived. Especially meteorological quantities, such as rain rate.
wind
speed
and
ambient
temperature,
correlated
with
depolarization parameters might give useful results. These
distribution function can be constructed equivalently to the
above mentioned ones.
Table 5.1. Size specifications for distribution arrays.
Parameter

range

bin size

CPA
XPO's

o-

0.5
1.0
0.05
2°
2°
0.1

fA

f3

am

AXPD

40 dB

0 - 40 dB
o - 10 dB
0 - 360°
o - 180°

o-

10 dB

dB
dB
dB

array size

80
40

200
180
90

dB

100

5.4. Further operations
After all the data from one event have been read and made
subject to the calculations, a menuchart is shown to the user (in
diagram 1). The options on this are:
- Put one of the joint distribution functions to output
(diagram 11)
- Put a single distribution of a parameter to output
(diagram 12)
- Add a joint or single distribution to one on file
(diagram 11/12)
- Test the rain-XPD-CPA models
(diagram 10).
Wi th "put to output" is meant in this case: either plot a
graph of the distribution function on the screen or on a plotter,
or wri te the contents of the distribution array to an output
file.
Single distribution functions are obtained by summing an array
in one dimension.
For both joint and single distribution functions the user can
specify a limited range of one or both of the parameters. This is
done by revising an upper or lower threshold of the range.
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A useful application of this possibi li ty are the ice data
operations. which are schematically shown in fig. 3.6. The user
can obtain the canting angle distribution of an ice medium by
setting the upper CPA-threshold of distribution array no. 7 to
CPAthr[i] (with i= the number of the beacon). and sum the array
over this CPA-range.
The same thing can be done wi th distribution array no. 5 to
obtain a distribution of the differential phase shift by an ice
medium.
The rain-XPD-CPA models are tested in diagram 10. as described
in fig. 2.2. using distribution arrays nrs. 1 and 2. Of course.
it is necessary to restrict the CPA-range so that ice data are
excluded. The values of CPAthr[] are used again at this point.
The user will be asked again if maybe he wants to revise these
values.
The "add"-option will load a certain distribution array from a
file (specified by the user). add the contents to a derived
distribution array. and put the result back in the file. This can
be used to obtain long-term statistics of a parameter instead of
those of just one event.
If this is done to obtain long-term statistics of ice
depolarization. it is advisable to separate the events with and
without lightning strokes. This is because. as explained in
section 3.2. there is reason to believe that the resulting
statistics may be different.
Speaking of lightning strokes. the registration of sudden
crosspolar jumps. as described in section 3.3 (fig. 3.7) has not
been implemented. This is because the procedure of fig. 3.7 is
structurally different from those of fig. 3.6 and fig. 2.2.
Implementation in the software would mean a
completely
independent program from the program described here. Such a
program can directly be written from the scheme in fig. 3.7. But
it may be questioned whether it is useful to write a completely
independent program for this procedure. since it can just as
well. or maybe even better. be done by hand. using the time plots
of XPD and other measured quantities (as in fig. 3.5). This will
particularly be better for the judgement to tell the typical
XPD-jumps.
described
in section 3.2.
from other
rapid
XPD-changes.
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6. O>Na...USIONS
Wi th the program. described in chapter 5. appl ied to the
measurement results of the Olympus project. the following results
can be obtained concerning depolarization due to the atmosphere:
Rain depolarization: The essential difference between all of
the present models of rain depolarization versus attenuation.
lies in the values of a few constant parameters. The values of
these which are valid for the Olympus as seen from Eindhoven. can
be obtained by applying the part "test the rain models" of the
program to the measured data of one event.
Ice depolarization: The exact expressions that exist as models
for ice crystal depolarization can not be tested from the
measurement results. However. statistics of the ice medium
canting angle and the differential phase shift can be obtained.
If these are compared for different events. it may be advisable
to distinguish the events with and without lightning strokes.
In ~eneral: For every event. a distribution can be obtained of
the effective canting angle. the differential attenuation and the
differential phase shift of the medium. These can be obtained for
rain and ice separately by making use of a threshold level for
the attenuation.
An important conclusion. reached in this report. is that
circular polarization does not need to be the polarization for
which XPD is worst. The difference between XPD for circular
polarization and the real minimum XPD depends strongly on the
differential attenuation. The statistics of this difference can
also be obtained from the program. applied to the measurement
results.
For all of these cases it can be added that the same
operations can be applied to long-term statistics by summing the
distribution arrays of separate events.
The faults of the methods described in this report. should not
be disregarded here. The most important are:
The depolarizing medium is assumed to have two principal
planes. Although this is generally considered as justified. it
is unknown what the exact consequences of this approximation
(sect. 2.3) are.
The criterion to tell rain from ice may not be very accurate.
This could only be improved in the part of the "rain model
test": the program could there be modified so that a certain
relation between CPA and XPD is considered the threshold
between rain and ice.
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Unfortunately, the program has not yet been wri tten in a
programming language. The reason for this is a lack of time.
Recommended extensions of the work performed consist, beside the
programming work, of:
deriving a
relation between the expected differential
attenuation and differential phase shift (see sect. 5.2);
examining the correlation of the depolarization parameters
with measured meteorological quantities (see sect. 5.3);
examining as to how far the medium really has two sYmmetry
axes, as assumed in the calculations.
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APPENDIX A
A.1. Calculations of rain depolarization
In this appendix. some simple theoretical expressions for rain
depolarization will be derived.
Assuming that the rain medium has two orthogonal axes of
symmetry. hereafter named 1 and 2. each polarization of an
electric field. dually polarized in these two directions 1 and 2.
will be received as a signal which has been attenuated and phase
shifted by the medium. The attenuation and phase shift will be
different for the two polarizations. i.e.
E 1r

E2r

= E 1t
= E2t

T1

(A.1a)

T2

(A.1b)

Here we choose 1 as the mean !Qng axis of the raindrops. (Note
that in [2] this is defined inversely!) This means· that the
attenuation and the phase shift will both be largest for axis 1.
If (A. la-b) is written in matrix notation. the depolarization
matrix [ X ] for other polarizations can be derived as

with ;0 being the canting angle of the axes of sYmmetry of the
ice medium. relative to the polarization angle. or ;0 = 9 -6.
m

(N.B. Equation (A.2) represents the inverse operation of the
matrix rotation in eq. (2.14).)
This results in the components of [ X ] becoming

= T COS 2;0
1
B = C = 2(T
D = T2COS2;0
A

1

1

+ T2 sin2;0

(A.3a)

- T2)sin2;0
+ T sin2;0

(A.3b)
(A.3c)

1

In the complex plane. T 1 and T2 are found inside the uni ty
circle. A and D are situated on the line piece connecting Tl and
T2 (see fig. A.l).

Re
Fig. A.I. Locus of T 1 and T2 in the complex plane.
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A and D walk back and forth between T1 and T2 with +0 being a
parameter. B and C are found in the direction of the difference
vector of T 1 and T2. They are in absolute value at most half the
length of this difference vector.
Depolarization ratios D and D are defined as
x
y

Dx
Dy

AA

V +t 2

AD

I+Vt 2
(V-I) t

(A.4a)

= C = (V-I)t
= B=

(A.4b)
and

t

=

tan+ o .

So d and ~ are the differential attenuation and the
differential
phase
shift.
respectively.
in
the
two
eigendirections of the medium.
As direction I was chosen as the mean long axis of the
raindrops. this means that d<l. However. the sign of ~ is
undetermined: if the time base is chosen such that the phases of
T1 and T2 are negative. ~<o. otherwise P>O. Here. P>O is assumed.
It is interesting to note that
D (t) = D (l/t)
x
y

(A.5)

so taking the reciproke of t makes D and D swap places.
x
y
The si tuation of D and D in the complex plane will now be
derived.
x
y
ID I can be found as follows.
y

(A.6)
It is now interesting to observe the value of t for which ID I
reaches a minimum. This is found as follows.
y
ID I is minimized when d 2 t 2 +1/t 2 is minimized. This is
y

reached when
t

= +l/JJ

The value is
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In I
y min -

I

2d'I+cosP)

(A.7)

(~-1) +2d(I-cos~)
~

This is plotted as a function of
fig. A.2.

~

with

as a parameter in

o

f3 = 2.0

1.

1
(>

C.1 0.12.'5'

0.'2 0.2.5'

0.4

O.S'

1

)
--~

Fig. A.2. Iny ImIn
. as a function of ~ wi th ~ as a
parameter.
It is seen that when ~ deviates strongly from 1. In I i
depends less strongly on ~.
y mn
But the most interesting fact is that Iny Imi n is reached for
t= tamllo= :!:1/JJ. so the value of +0 for maximum depolarization
deviates from 45 0 if ~ deviates from 1. It is often assumed that
maximum depolarization occurs
for
+0= 45 0
and circular
polarization [17] [IS]. The consequence of this discrepancy will
be discussed in section A.2.
In order to obtain more information about the locus of n

y

in

the complex plane. Im(n ) will prove to be interesting. It is
found as follows:
y
n

=
y

2
I+Vt 2
(I+Vt 2 )(V%-I)
V%+~2t2 -1-Vt
(V-l)t = (V-l)(V%-I)t = (~2-2dcos~+I)t

with V% denoting the complex conjugate of V.
The denominator of this expression is real. so
(A.S)
Similarly. nx I ~ Im(nx ) = ny r' This is easy to see using (A.5):
taking the reciproke of t does not affect the expression in the
last lid of (A.S).
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This expression reaches (in absolute value) a minimum for
t= +1. so it appears that it is the imaginary part of D that is
-

y

minimized for +0=

~45°.

Another interesting aspect are the asymptotes in the complex
plane. This is shown as follows. For t!O. D will approximate
y

D

y

do
-+

1

(A.9)

"":':":~::--

(V-1)t

This expression moves to infinity. but the phase is equal to the
phase of the complex number 1/(V-1). For qm. the same case is
found to be
D

t..tm....Y.L

y

(A.10)

V -1

This moves to infinity with the phase of the complex number of
V/(V-1).
It is now interesting to see that the angle between these two
asymptotes is
V/(V-l}
arg 1/(V-1) = arg V = P
So Dy has.

for +0 !oo and +0190°.

(A.ll)

two asymptotes.

between which is equal to P. so independent of d.
The two asymptotes for +0!90° and +0 fl80°
similarly to lie in the opposite two directions.

the angle

can be

found

With the information thus obtained. D can be sketched in the
y

complex plane. This is done in fig. A.3 and A.4 (for d<1 and
P>O) .
With similar derivations. D can be found to be D for
x
y
complementary +0. i.e.
Dx (+0) = Dy (90°-+0 )

(A.12)

This can also be found from (A.5): taking the reciproke of
t= tan+ o means taking the complement of +0.
Because Dx I = Dy I' it can also be seen that Dx will lie on the
same horizontal as D , on the point of intersection wi th the
y

other branch of the locus.
Wi th help of the expressions and figures. presented in this
appendix, a good. insight can be obtained in the behaviour of the
measured quantities from a rain depolarization event.
It can be concluded that if P is small, the phase of D and D
x
y

1m

/

~

/"
/

II

/
~ 4>~=-arctanl/v'J
/

...

4>0=135°

-~

~~

\ .~

~

--

-sin(3(lA+l)
arctan(cos(3+1) (lA-1)

~::-----------,L-~

Re:

/

D and D are on the same locus and on the . I /
x
y
/
same horizontal. so if D is on point 1 aS
x
indicated here. D is on point 2. and v.v.
y

f

Fig. A.3. Locus of D in the complex plane for all values of 4>0.
y

The shape of the curves with respect to D

. is
mIn
independent of lAo so variation of lA only causes scaling
and rotation of the figure.
y
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will not be very much apart. This may have consequences for the
sensitivity of the calculations to errors in the measured phase
of XPD and XPD . This will be discussed in section A.4. The
x
y
consequences of some other conclusions. obtained in this section.
will be discussed in the sections A.2 and A.3.

(a)

(b)

Fig. A.4. Locus of D for different values of
f3 (b).
Y

~

(a) and
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A.2. The difference between XPD and XPD .
C

lilln

As was seen in the previous section. the minimum value of Iny I
is not reached for +0=

~45°

(and thus for circular polarization).

which generally is assumed [17] [18]. but for +0= arctan ~1/~.
It would be useful to know just how big the difference between
these two values is.
Chu [15] presented some tables of values of the attenuation
and phase shift per Ion in the two eigendirections of a rain
medium. for different frequencies. elevation angles and rain
rates. From these. it can be found that the two attenuations
differ at most 1.3 dB per Ion path length at f=11GHz. 4 dBllon at
f=18GHz and 6 dBllon at f=3OGHz. which all occur for a rain rate
of 150 mm/hour and for the case that the mean of the symmetry
axes of the raindrops is perpendicular to the propagation
direction. The most extreme differential phase shift for the
three frequencies are equivalently found to be 20° (11GHz). 25°
(18GHz) and 6° (3OGHz).
For a path length of 5 Ion the most extreme values of ~ and ~
for the Olympus frequencies can be expected to be as in table
A.L
Table A.1. Most extreme values of ~ and ~
as expected for the Olympus project.
~

f
12.5 GHz
20
GHz
30
GHz

(not in dB)
0.5
0.1
0.033

The minimum value of Iny I was:
In I
y min -

I

?d(1+cos6l

(A.7)

~2+1-~cos~

The value of Iny I for +0=45°. which corresponds to xpnc • is:
(A.12)
the difference between these two is. in dB's:
EXpnc

~

20

Inc I
log ~ = 20 log
y min

~ +1+~cos6

~(1+cos~)

(A.13)
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the worst values of this expression for the three frequencies are
then as in table A.2.
Table A.2. The worst error in XPD

c

EXPD

f
12.5 GHz
20
GHz

1.15 dB
10.21 dB

GHz

9.30 dB

30

c

It should be noted that the mentioned values of ~ and ~ occur
for 150 mmlhour. which is an extremely heavy rainfall. and for
the very special case where the average synunetry axis of the
raindrops is in the polarization plane. This last case will not
often. or even not at all occur. because for the Olympus
~= 26.7°. and in many documents is ~tated that the path average
of the raindrop canting angle has. in time. zero mean and a
standard deviation of (maximal) 5° (see section 2.2). So the
average synunetry axis of the raindrops wi 11 not probably be
canted into the polarization plane. For values of ~. closer to 1.
and smaller values of ~. which will both be much more frequent.
the difference between the two values will be much smaller. so
the impact of this difference on the entire XPD-statistics will
be smaller.
Another fact which should be kept in mind is that XPD is
c

being calculated because it corresponds to the minimum in the
function I{15.o) (see chapter 2). But this function is a time
m

average. We now wi 11 have to include the asynwnetrical
polarization dependence. described here. in the statistics. This
time average may then no longer look exactly like described in
section 2.2. but we still are interested in the XPD for 45°.
which is XPD. even if it is not the XPD for maximum
c

depolarization. After all. XPD

c

still corresponds to the XPD for

circular polarization [15]. and I{15.o ) was meant in the first
m

place to express the "improvement" of linear polarization with
respect to circular polarization.
For the two reasons mentioned here. the processing of rain
data will not be changed from the procedure of fig. 2.2. It is
however interesting to calculate EXPD. This will be done using
c
(A.13) .
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A.3. Complex canting angles
In the equation
tan24'o

= D 2-D
x

(2.17)

y

complex values of D and D are substituted to obtain tan24'o as a

x

y

real number. In section A.l it is found that. for the medium
assumed. D = D ' so the result will indeed be real. However.in
yl
XI
reali ty i t is possible that the local average of the raindrop
canting angles is not constant along the propagation path. This
means that the medium has not anymore the two synunetry axes.
which were assumed for the calculations in section A.l. Also.
when the rain medium is preceded on the propagation path by an
ice medium causing depolarization. the two synunetry axes of the
whole medium may disappear. As a consequence. the position of D
x
and D relative to eachother may not anymore be as concluded in
Y

that section. Thus D -D

x

y

may become complex. If one still uses

eq. (2.17) to derive the medium canting angle. the resul t wi 11
also be complex. (Paraboni [2. sect. 3.1] derives expressions
that show how the absence of medium synunetry axes results in the
canting angle becoming complex.)
Generally. however. this complex angle can be approximated by
a real value. so. we are interested in the most probable real
approximation of the canting angle. It is hard to speculate what
the exact behaviour of a "complex canted" medium would be.
therefore. the approximation will be made as follows.
In (2.17). D and D are subtracted from each other. the

x

y

result of which should be real. It now looks useful to calculate
Re{D -D ). which means that one of the values of D and D is
x Y
x
Y
shifted to the nearest value on the same horizontal as the other
(see fig. A.5).
Complex plane

x

D • measured
x

I
I

!
x

Horizontal
(1m = const)

x

D • measured
y

D • approximated
x

Fig. A.5. Approximation for complex canting angles.
This approximation will be made in the project.
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Accounting for a "complex canted" medium could be done by
determining the actual maximum value of XPD as a function of
polarization angle (fig. 2.3). This is infinite if the canting
angle is real. The absence of symmetry axes means that there are
no polarizations for which the depolarization disappears. so
there will be a finite maximum. The value of this maximum might
be interesting. However. it is very hard to derive from the
measurement results. because it can not be evaluated from other
calculations in the project. since there it is assumed that the
canting angle is real.
A.4. Sensitivity to data variations
It would also be interesting to know the sensitivity to data
variations of the formulae which are applied to the measurement
resul ts. This is because it is important to know when e.g. a
small error in the measured phase of XPD would result in a huge
deviation of the calculated XPD and/or +0' so that the results
c
will become increasingly invalid. Some information of this
sensitivity can be derived from the graphs and formulas presented
in this appendix.
In section A.1 it was concluded that when
+y are not

~

is small. + and
x
which may cause sever sensitivity of

far apart.

calculations to errors in +

x

or + . This will de discussed here.
y

Before examining the sensitivities. it is worth noting the
following.
There is one aspect that could be taken into account. namely.
the expected values of +0. In the papers describing rain
depolarization models. mentioned in chapter 2. it is stated that
e (the time average of e ) = 0°. and a (the standard deviation
nun

of

m

e)
m

=

(maximal)

5°.

m

This means

that

+0

will

be around

-6 = 18.4° . wi th o~ 5°. If this assumption can be made. some
sensitivities can get less severe. In this section. 13° and 23°
will be taken as the most extreme values of +0 in this
distribution.
Sensitivity of +0 to + and + :

x

y

From equation:
2

(2.17)

tan 2+ 0 = D -D

x

y

it appears that +0 depends only on D -D.

x

y

As stated

in the
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previous section. Re(D -D} is taken.

x

that D -D

x

y

to account for the case

may be complex. Sensitivity of '0 will thus depend on

y

sensitivity of Re(D -D } on, and, . which is worst when D and
x y
x
y
x
D are lying close to the imaginary axis. This is the case when
y

~=1.

Therefore. for this case. the reader is referred to section
B.2.
When P is small. as mentioned above. • and, will be close

x

y

to 180 0 or 0 0 • This can be seen in (A.5) from the fact that p=o
results in D and D being real (either positive or negative.
x
y
depending on ~ and .o). In the case where. and, are close to

x

180 0 or 0 0

•

y

Re(D -D } will hardly depend on,
x

y

x

and,. so that
y

case is not alarming.
Sensitivity of XPD to, and, :
c
x
y
Observing equation:
(2.19)

XPDc = 20 log IDy sin2, o + cos2'01

one difficulty attracts attention: there is no result for '0= 0 0
or 90 0 • These values for '0 can only result from Re(D -D }= ~.
x y
~ich means. because of the asymptotes. ID I = ID I =~. So in
x
y
this case. in (2.19). ~ is multiplied by O. which yields no
result. This case in itself is not alarming. however. it means
that for '0 is small. the equation is numerically very instable.
Graphically this can be illustrated by fig. 2.3. where XPD is
c
hard to determine from an XPD-value close to an asymptote.
This suggests that there should be a certain margin around 0 0
and 90 0 • the canting angles within which should be excluded from
calculations. This would correspond to a threshold value for
IRe(D -D }I. beyond which the data should be excluded from
x y
calculations.
In section B.2. a threshold level for ID I will be proposed
y

for the case of ice. In order to remain in continuity between the
two cases. this may also be used for the case of rain. The only
difference between this and a threshold for IRe(D -D}I is that
x y
it will be relatively more stringent for the case of ice. and it
is easier to implement. These are some reasons to keep a
threshold level for ID I and ID I in the project.
x
y
If the canting angle distribution. mentioned at the start of
this section. is taken into account. then the worst value of '0
is 13
This makes sin2, o= 0.45 and the numerical instabil1 ty
disappears.
0

•
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Sensitivity of +0 to XPD and XPD :
x
y
In equation
2

(2.17)

tan 2+0 = D - D
x
y

there is one frighteni~ case. Assuming that the measurement
accuracy of IDx I and ID,.I
is proportional (=constant relative to
y
the measured value). the relative error of D -D may become very
x y
large if Dx and Dy are both very large in absolute value. and
lying close together. near or on the real axis. As an
illustration of this is taken the case where +x = +y = 0° and
+0= 23°. which is the value. using the canting angle distribution
mentioned at the start of this section. which makes D and D lie
x
y
closest together. XPD
varies 0.1 dB. The results are shown in
table A.3.
y
Table A.3. Sensitivity of +0 to deviations in XPD .
y

+x =+y =00. Assume +0= 23°. but the measured
value of XPD contains a 0.1 dB error.
y

XPD
x
30.0
30.0
30.0
40.0
40.0
40.0

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

XPDy
30.4
30.5
30.6
40.05
40.15
40.25

+0
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

26°
23°
20°
37°
23°
16°

This case of high real XPD-values may occur for p= 0° and
sf= 0.98= 0.2 dB (XPD = 40 dB) or sf= 0.94= 0.5 dB (XPDx = 30 dB).
x
These weak depolarization events may be frequent.
This is yet another reason to keep a certain threshold level
of ID I and ID I. beyond which the data should be excluded from
x
y
calculations. (A threshold level for Re(D -D ) would not work in
x y
this case). A threshold value of 30 dB looks useful. since the
sensitivity of +0 looks just acceptable enough in that case.
A small improvement of the sensitivity could also be obtained
from the following. The error in D and D • if they are large in
x
y
absolute value. will mainly be caused by noise in the crosspolar
levels B and C. Theoretically. these two values are equal (see
eq. (A.3b». The error could thus be reduced by replacing both B
and C by the mean of the two measured values. In section 5.2. it
is shown how to do this.
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Further calculations showed that the result for values of +0'
closer to 45°. would not be essentially different.
Sensitivity of XPD to XPD :
c
y
From equation:

XPDc

= 20

log IDy sin2+o + cos2+ol

(2.19)

it can easily be seen that a deviation in XPD

y

will never result

in anything worse than the same deviation in XPD .
c
It can be concluded that the procedure enhancement. in order
to avoid huge error-sensitivity of the caluclated quantities. is
keeping a threshold level of XPD and XPD . beyond which the data

x

y

should be excluded from calculations. The right value for this
threshold level will depend on the possible error in XPD and
x
XPDy ' but 30 dB seems a useful value.
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APPENDIX B
B.l. Calculations of ice depolarization

In this appendix. some simple theoretical expressions for ice
crystal depolarization will be derived.
Assuming that the ice medium has two orthogonal axes of
sYmmetry. hereafter named 1 and 2. each polarization of an
electric field. dually polarized in these two directions 1 and 2.
will be received as a signal which has been shifted in phase
relative to the transmi tted signal. The phase shift will be
different for the two polarizations. i.e.
E1
r
E2
r

= E1t
= E2t

e

jt1

e

j t2

= E 1t
= E2t

T1

(B.la)

T2

(B.lb)

If this is written in matrix notation. the depolarization matrix
[ X ] for other polarizations can be derived as

[ X] =

[~~

[~~~:~ -~~~:~] [ ~1 ~J [_~~~:~ ~~~:~)

) =

(B.2)

with +0 being the canting angle of the axes of sYmmetry of the
ice medium. relative to the polarization angle. or +0 = e -6.
m

(N.B. Equation (B.2) represents the inverse operation of the
matrix rotation in equation (2.14»
This results in the components of [ X ] becoming
(B.3a)

(B.3b)
(B.3c)

In the complex plane. T1 and T2 are found on the unity circle.
A and D are situated on the linepiece connecting T1 and T2 (see
fig. B.l).

j

o
Fig. B.l. Locus of T1 and T2 in the complex plane.
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A and n walk back and forth between T1 and T2 with +0 being a
parameter. B and C are found in the direction of the difference
vector of T1 and T 2 • They are in absolute value at most half the
length of this difference vector.
The absolute value of A and n is, from (B.3),
(B.4)
Later in this section it will be shown that the differential
phase shift due to ice crystals is almost never larger than 20°.
It can be seen from (B.4) and fig. B.l, that as long as ~1 and ~2
do not differ more than about 20°, IAI and Inl will be ~1, so
copolar attenuation will be negligible, as was expected before.
Depolarization ratios

nx

ny

and

are defined as

V+t 2
nx = C = (V-l}t

(B.5a)

A n
l+Ve
ny = B= (V-l}t

(B.5b)

AA

t

= tan+o.

It is interesting to note that

nx (t) = ny (lIt)

(B.6)

so taking the reciproke of t makes
Since

= Inl

and B

nx and ny swap places.

= C, Inx I = Iny I and

thus

xpnx = XPDy
since

xpnx,y

(B.7)

= 20 log

The situation of
derived.
The real part of

Inx,y I.

nx
ny

and
can

ny

in the complex plane will now be

be found as follows.

n _

1+Vt 2 _ (1+Vt 2 )(V%-1) _ V%+t 2 -l-Vt 2
y - (V-l}t - (V-l}(V%-l}t - 2t(1-cos~)

with V% denoting the complex conjugate of V.
The denominator of this expression is real, so

(B.8)
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DyR

A

= Re(Dy ) = Re

2
[V%+t -l-Vt 2]
2t(1-cosP)

_ (t 2-l)(1-cosB)
2t(1-cosP)
This

can

= (t

=

2
2
cosB+t -l-t cosB
2t(1-cosP)
(B.9)

-l/t)1 2

also be written as
cos2+ n
sin2+ o

= -cot2+ o
Analogously, D

xR

(B.lO)
A
=
Re(D ) = -DyR
x

(B.ll)

This is easy to see using (B.6): taking the reciproke of t means
inverting the last lid of (B.9).
DyR is plotted as a function of t and +0 in fig. B.2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. B.2. D as a function of t (a) and +0 (b).
YR
It is interesting to note that D and D do not depend on
xR
yR

p.

(B.9) is equivalent to equation (3.5), which had also been
found by Gale and Mon [26].
The imaginary part of D

y

can

be found using (B.8).

D ~ Im(D ) - 1m [V%+e-l-Ve] __-.:::.s.:..:inB~_--=t:...2-=s..:.inB:.=.
yI y 2t(1-cosP) 2t(1-cosP)
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_ -sinJ3
- l-cosfj
Analogously. Dx I

t+l/t
2

(B.12)

A
=
Im(Dx } = Dy I

(B.13)

The phase of D • named + • is also found using (B.8).
Y

y

Im(Vz+t 2 -1-Vt 2 )
+y = arctan Re(Vz+t 2 -1-Vt 2 }

-si~ -t SiyP
2

= arctan

cosfj +t

-1 -t cosfj

1
l+t
= arctan [ tan(fj/2}

X

sinO l+t:]
l-cosfj I-t

2

l-e

Anal ogous 1Y. '"T

= arctan[

]

-1
= arctan [tan(fj/2}

(B.14)
II+-tt ;] -_ 180° - '"T y .

(B.15)

These expressions leave a 180°-ambiguity in +y and +x . but the
exact value can be found i f the sign of DyR is taken into
account.
In fig. B.3. +y is plotted as a function of +0.
.9oc+i~ -- - - - -

goc-+------.,I----.:l!lr--r
gOo-i:~

olJ~----t----+-

o·

!Jo D

r

tSoc

Fig. B.3. + as a function of +0.
y

IDy I is found to be

(B.16)
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«20

If ~

is small
cos~ can be approximated by 1 in the
denumerator. and by 1-~2/2 in the denominator. so

Iny I """"

0

).

se+1/e +2 _ It + lit

=

p2

-

P

I_
-

11 [sin!o + co.S!o]
~ cos+o
sln+o

I~sin+~cos+ol = I~Si~+ol
Inx I

As stated before.

=

I

(B .17)

Iny I.

(B.7)

From (B.16) results equation (3.3). which had been found in
[23].
From (B.9). (B.12). (B.14) and (B.16). the situation of

ny in

the complex plane can be plotted as in fig. B.4.
¢~ j, 90°

Fig. B.4.

:tfW\

~t

i8o

t>

ny in the complex plane for all values of +0'

nx is found by reflecting this figure in the imaginary axis.
From different measurements [19] [26] it has been found that
XPD due to ice crystals is almost never more severe than 15 dB.
From (B.14) and fig. B.4 i t can be seen that. assuming that
+o~

45 does occur every now and then.
maximum value of p for which

thi s corresponds to a

0

S

e+1/e +2COSBI

2-2cosP

_ p+cosf3 _
t=l - 1-cos~ -

In I
y

= 10xpn/20
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This yields cosp= 0.939 or

p=

20°. which had been assumed before.

Wi th help of the expressions and figures. presented in this
appendix. a good insight can be obtained in the behaviour of the
measured quanti ties from an ice depolarization event.
It can be concluded that as long as P is small. the copolar
attenuation level will be negligible. and the crosspolar phase.
relative to the copolar phase will be around!: 90°. From (B.7)
and

(B.13)

it can be seen

that D

x

and Dare unambiguisly
y

related. Since this is not the case for rain depolarization. it
looks useful to use this relation to distinguish ice from rain.
However. since this is only a consequence of the non-attenuating
property of ice. which can itself much more efficiently be
measured than. and.. there is no reason to pay fur ther

x

y

attention to this point.
B.2. Sensitivity to data variations
It would also be interesting to know the sensitivity to data
variations of the formulas which are applied to the measurement
resluts. This is because it is important to know when e.g. a
small error in the measured phase of XPD would result in a huge
deviation of the calculated P and/or
so that the results will
become increasingly invalid. Some information of this sensitivity
can be derived from the graphs and formulas presented in this
appendix.

.0.

Before examining the sensi tivi ties. it is worth noting the
following.
There is one aspect that could be taken into account. namely.
the expected values of
In [26]. an ice crystal canting angle
distribution. derived from measurement results. is given. Here it
was found that the mean canting angle of ice crystals will almost
never exceed the area between -15° and +15°. relative to the
horizontal. With the polarization angle 6= -18°. this means that
will be between -6-15°= 3° and -6+15°= 33°. If this assumption
can be made. some sensitivities can get less severe. In this
section. 3° and 33° will be taken as the most extreme values of
in this distribution.

.0'

.0

.0

Sensitivity of

.0

to • :
y

The formula to obtain

.0 was
(B.10)

cot2. o = - D
yR
or

tan.o = Dy R +
-

Jby R2

+ 1

(3.6)
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Observing fig. B.2b. it is evident that sensitivity to
variations in. will be worst in the case where .o~ 45° and
y

135°. For the first of these two cases. the values of .0 which
would be calculated are shown in table B.1. for some different
values of XPD and. .
y

y

Table B.1. Variations in .0 as a function of variations in
• in the area where sensitivity is worst.
y

Assume .0=33°. but the measurement contains a
phase error.
XPD

y

.y
82°
86°
(no error) 87°
88°
92°

= 20

30 dB

dB

40 dB

.0

.y

.0

.y

.0

18°
27°
31 °
35°
54°

84°
88°
89°
90°
94°

8°
21°
31°
45°
78°

85°
89°
90°
91°
95°

2°
15°
45°
75°
87°

This seems a rather poor result. but it cannot be improved one
way or the other. since it is not due to the formula applied but
to the depolarizing mechanism. It just happens to be so that in
the area where • y ~ 45°. the Dy (in amplitude and phase) is not
too strongly dependent on .0. The consequence for the calculation
results will be as follows. When a graph is drawn. showing the
probability density function of .0. there may be a more smooth
curve around .0 = 45° than around .0 = 90°. since data may have
been "smeared out" around this area. As long as this is beared in
mind when drawing conclusions from the results. there is no need
to question the validity of the measurements.
For XPD = 40 dB. the result shown in table B.1 is too poor for
y

such a treatment. It apPears that .0 can get just about any value
if.
just deviates a few degrees from 90°. This can be
y

understood by observing fig B.4. It shows that if a large
XPD -value wi th • ~ 90° is measured. f3 must be very small and
y

y

thus.

y

will be

~

90° for any value of .0. So it can be concluded

that for this case .0 can not be determined at all. There should
a certain threshold be taken into account. beyond which .0 should
not be calculated. anYmOre.
This means that very weak
depolarization events are excluded from the resulting statistics.
This is not very alarming. since a certain threshold should have
been considered anYwaY. The best value for this threshold depends
on the possible error in • . A threshold value of 30 dB looks
y

useful. since the sensitivity of .0 looks just acceptable enough
in that case.
Further calculations showed that the result for values of .0.
closer to 45°. would not be essentially different.
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Sensitivity of

~

to + :
y

From fig. B.4 it can be seen that for + ~ 90°, ~ 2/ID I, so ~ is
Y
y
hardly dependent on + . Sensi tivity will be worst in the areas
y

where the curve is lying closest to the asympotes. In these
areas. it can be seen from fig. B.4 that ~ 2(++ +180°). Hence
- y -

here the sensitivity is not too severe either.
In the areas in-between, the dependence of

~

on +

y

wi 11 be

somewhere between these two, so there is no case for which an
error in +y of a few degrees might . explode to a great deviation
in

~.

Sensitivity of +0 to XPD :
y

It can be expected that sensitivity of +0 to XPD

y

will not be as

severe as

to +y , because Re(D)
y does not depend on IDy I as
strongly as on + . Nevertheless, some cases have been calculated,
y

which are shown in table B.2.
Table B.2. Variations of +0 as a function of variations in XPD
y
XPD
y
20 dB
21 dB
40 dB
41 dB

+y = -89°
+0= 49.9°
50.5°
75.1°
76.5°

-85°

-80°

65.5°
67.2°
86.7°
87. }O

75.0°
76.4°
88.4°
88.5°

This shows that sensitivity of +0 to XPD

is not too severe.

y

Calculating +0

for

lower XPD-values and +

y

= -85°

would

suggest stronger sensitivity, but those cases are not realistic
for ice depolarization, since they would result in exremely large
values of ~.
Sensitivity of
Again from fig.

~

to XPD :

B.4,

y

it can be seen that {j depends on

IDy I
strongest if + ~ 90°. In that case ~ 21ID I so a 1 dB error in
y

XPD

y

y

results in a 1 dB error in {j.

It can be concluded that the procedure enhancement, in order
to avoid huge error-sensitivity of the calculated quantities, is
keeping a threshold level of XPD , beyond which the data should
y

be excluded from calculations. The right value for this threshold
level will depend on the possible error in + , but 30 dB seems a
y

useful value.
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APPENDIX C. FORMULAE AS mEY ARE USED IN mE PROGRAM
C.1. Introduction.
In the program. described in chapter 5. many formulae are used
to examine the depolarizing medium. which have been derived in
chapters 2 and 3 and appendices A and B. Most of these formulae
however are in those places not presented in the form that would
be most convenient for the program.
In this appendix. they will be fit into a more suitable form.
C.2.

em.

XPDc . 14. 13 and EXPDc

The effective canting angle will be calculated as proposed in
A.3. which means that eq. (2.17) will be modified as
tan2;

_
o -

em

2

(C.1)

lD Icos; -ID Icos;
x
x
y
y

results from
(2.15)

If the two crosspolar levels are averaged. in order to reduce
errors. as described in section 5.2. it means that in eq. (2.16).
B is to be replaced by (B+C)/2. This results in
B+ C

tan 2;0
with

=A _ D =

R ~ A/D

Converting
results in

B/D + C/A.A/D
A/D - 1

=

1 + R.D /D
Dy(R _Y1)x

(C.2)

(= (theoretically) D /D )

x

this possibly complex value

y

to a

real

number

(C.3)
with
XPD

c

is defined as
XPDc

with

~ 20 log IDc I

(CA)
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(2.19)
If we define

(C.5a)
(C.5b)

Then IDc

I

is found using the cosine rule:
(C.6)

Although not mentioned in chapters 2 trough 4. in [2] it is
proposed to also calculate the differential attenuation~. It is
found as follows. With (A.4b). D can be written as
c

(C.7)
So

D +1 (2.19)

c
V = D -1
c

=

D .s + c + 1
Y
D .s + c - 1
y

(C.8)

Now

(C.4)
=

To

obtain~.

V

(C.9)

there is an easier way than (3.8).

(C.6) D s+c+1
(D s+c+1)(D %s+c-1)
=
y
= ~Y"""---~~Y"""---~-:D s+c-1
(D s+c+1)(D %s+c-1)
y

y

y

(C.10)

Now
~

= arg(V) = arctan

Im(V)
Re(V)
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= arctan

"'Tn'1 2 2 2D
n I s +
IU••
.s.c.cos~

y

2
y +c -1

y

-21n I.s.sin~

=arctan~

(C.lI)

c

EXpn

c

is obtained as
EXpn

C.3. If

= 10 I
c

og

~2+1+2dcosp
2d(1+cosl3}

(A.13)

is not availalble

~

y

As mentioned in 5.1. we can still calculate some quantities if
of a certain xpn only the ampli tude is available. Then the
assumption has to be made that ei ther ~=1 or 13=0.
If 13=0. the formulae of the previous section are modified as
follows:
From (A.4b) it follows that. since

V~.

1+~t2

(C.12)

ny = (~-l}t = real.
n

y

If ~(1 (which was assumed in appendix A) it can be seen that
is positive if t is negative. and vice versa. So n has the
y

opposite sign of t=tan~o. which happens to be also the sign of
s=sin2~o' Thus (2.19) can be modified as follows.
n

c

= n .s +
Y

C

= -In I. lsi + c
Y

(C.13)

Further. from (C.5) results
nc =

~+1

~-1

= real; (-I

(if

~<l)

(C.14)

So

I(Iny

I· Is I

- c) I

(C. IS}

and
~=V

(c.6) n +1
c

Inc 1-1

= nc -1 = lIC'f+T
c

Of course. 13 will result O.

(C.16)
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EXPD

c

is obtained by simply substituting
EXPD

C

= 10

I

og

p=o

in (A.13):

(d+1}2

(C.17)

4s(

If d=1. we get the following:
In 3.3. it was seen that for the icy case (for which d=l is
valid). could be stated

tan24'

_

-1

(3.7)

o-~

y

y

Substituting this in (C.4). in order to eliminate 4' • yields
y

(C.1S)
d will clearly result 1.

P is

found using

Dc

(C.5) V+1
= V-1

If P<l80° this

(V+1}(VX-1)

(C.19)

= (V-1)(vx-1)
means that Dc = -jlDc I.

So

v

(C.6) Dc +1
= Dc -1

p

= arg

=

(Dc +1)(Dx-1)
c
(D -1)(DX-1)
c
c

IDc 12 +2j IDc 1-1

=~
c

(C.20)

Now
V

= arctan

Im(V}
Re(V)

= arctan

21 Dc l

~

(C.21)

c

From substituting d=l in (A.13) it can be seen that
EXPDc

=0

(dB)

(C.22)
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APPENDIX D. FLOWDIAGRAMS OF DATA PROCESSING
Program function description
First run
In:
- Propagation data from one event
- Information about validity of signals
- Threshold level of XPD for canting angle determination
- Threshold level of CPA between rain and ice
- Choice which joint distribution to derive
Resul t:
- Joint distributions of:
(0) XPD +---+ CPA
( I) XPDc +---+ CPA
(2) AXPD +---+ CPA
(3) EXPDc+---+ CPA
(4) s4
+---+ CPA
(5) {3
+---+ CPA
( 6 ) s4
+---+ {3
(7) 8m
+---+ CPA
(8) s4
+---+ 8m
(9) {3
+---+ 8m
(if desired)
(for every frequency)
Out:

Menuchart for second run.
Second run
In:
-Choice
Options:
- put one of joint distributions to output
- Put single distribution of a parameter to output
- Add one of (single or joint) distributions to one on
file
- Test the rain-XPD-CPA models
(All of these for any frequency, and evt. for a limited range
(e.g. to distinguish rain and ice»
- Threshold level of CPA for ice (not necessary for all options;
may depend on resulting distribution XPD-CPA)
Out:

- The desired distribution, or, in case of the last option,

V(fO) , V(fl), V(f2), S', C and P.
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Diagram 1

First run
Get
information
from user

(see diag. 2)

Read sample

Rain or ice
determination

(see diag.3)

Put sample in
distr. funct.
(O) and (2)
If XPD{Bl) <XPDthr

All
calculations

(see diag. 4)

Put in
distribution
functions

1

~
event over
>no

<

Second run

I Show options;

prompt user for choice

I

1
Test the rainXPD-CPA models
(see dia! . 10)

Put joint
distr. function
to output
(see di8! . 11)

Put single
distr. function
to output
(see di8! . 12)

Add distr.
function to
one on file
(see diagi 11/12)
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Diagram 2
GET INFORMATION FROM USER

Initialize valid[14]
to TRUE for all
signals

Valid is a boolean array denoting
the validity of the measured signal~
referenced by the index as in Opex
Data Proc. Handb .• Ch. 7. Tab. I.

Initialize desired[lO]
to TRUE for all
distributions

Desired is a boolean array
denoting which distributions
the user wants to be derived.

Initialize CPAthr[3]
to proposed values

CPAthr contains the treshold values
of CPA to distinguish rain from ice,
for every frequency.

Initialize XPDthr
to proposed value

XPDthr contains the threshold level
of XPD beyond which the canting
angle can not be derived.

Show a list of
signals for which
valid = TRUE

1
<~>ves
correct?"
no
Ask which ones
to change; get and
validate the reply

Change the
corresponding ones

(see next page)
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Show a list of
distributions for
which desired = TRUE

~es
correct?"

<

),L.;;,.;;;....---t----,

no
Ask which ones
to change; get and
validate the reply

Change the
corresponding ones

Show a list of the
values of CPAthr and
the correps. freqs.

~es
correct?"

<

)&..::.:=--+----,

no
Ask which threshold
to change; get and
validate the reply

Ask for value;
get, validate and
store the reply

(see next page)
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Show XPDthr

<~>,~e..;;.s
__
correct?"

-+-_ _....,

no
Ask for value;
get. val idate and
store the reply
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Diagram 3
RAIN OR ICE DETERMINATION

!

<

<

yes
Ice

= true
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Diagram 4

THE CALaJLATIONS

x=

1Oj(XPDxl20)
Y = 1Oj(XPDy/20)
4Jxr = 4Jx.1T/180°
4Jyr = 4Jy.1T/180°

Calculate

am

Calculate Yc
for every frequency

for every
frequency

(see diag. 5)

(see diag. 6)

XPDc = 20 log Yc
for every frequency

Calculate tA
for every frequency

(see diag. 7)

Calculate f3
for every frequency

(see diag. 8)

Calculate EXPDc
for every frequency

(see diag. 9)
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Diagram 5 (This routine is also presented in appendix E.)

em (CANTING ANGLE) CALCULATION

!

(

~
and 4'Y (Bl)

>~no~

+-

...,

available
?
yes

t = 2/(X.cos(4'xr)-Y.cos(4'yr»
4'0 = ~rctan(t).l800/v
C = ~i/q+t2)
S = l-c

or equation
(C.3)

4'0
C

yes
c

em

= -c

= 6 + 4'0

=

s
sin(24'0)
unknown = true

yes
Make sure that
90 0( 4'0 <180°
s = -s

= -6
= cos(24'0)

Make sure that
OO( 4'0 (90°
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Diagram 6 (This routine is also presented in appendix E.)
Yc (CIRaJLAR XPD) CALaJLATION

!

!

~no
<~>;;;;.no~-+-_...,
available
>
or "ice"?

<

I

?

yes

~2

Yc=

yes

.s 2 +2 .Y
. s.c.cos~y+c2

Yc=

I(Y. Is I +

c)

Diagram 7 (This routine is also presented in appendix E.)
tA (DIFFERENTIAL ATTENUATION) CALaJLATION

!

!

~no
<~>,;;.;;no~----'l----""
avai lable
>
or "ice"?

<

I

?

yes

yes
tA _ IYC;+2.Y.S.COSPv+2C+l

-

Yc

-2.Y.s.cos~y-2c+l

tA(in dB)= -201og tA

tA

=1

tA = IYC+ll

Yc-l

I
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Diagram 8 (This routine is also presented in appendix E.)
{3

(DIFFERENTIAL PHASE) CALCULATION)

!

!

~no
available
> ) <~);;,;;no~----i_---'
or "ice"?

<

?

yes

R

~=

yes

t -2.Y.s.sinfy
arc an
Yc 2 -1

f3 = 0

Diagram 9 (This routine is also presented in appendix E)
EXPDc (ERROR IN "XPDc - XPDmin") CALCULATION)

!

!

~no
<~),_no~-+-_...,
available
»
or "ice"?

<

?

yes

yes

2

EXPD = 1010 d +1+2dcos8
c
g 2d(l+cosf3)

XPDc

=0

EXPDc = 101 og (d+l)
4tA

2

S6

Diagram 10 (This routine is also presented in appendix E)
TEST RAIN-XPD-CPA MODELS
Ask for threshold
level of CPA
for rain

for every frequency
XPDcm = mean/med.
value of XPDc for
every CPA-value

Approximate
XPDcm(CPA} wi th
U - V log CPA

Approximate
U(f) wi th
S' + Clog f

AXPDm = mean/med.
AXPD for every
CPA-value (for Bl)

Approximate
AXPDm(CPA) with
2 . P . CPA

Give S·. C. P.
va. VI and V2
Some blocks of this routine are presented in appendix E.
to determine median values and perform least-square-error
regression.
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Diagram 11
PUT ONE OF JOINT DISfRIBUTIONS TO QUfPUT OR ADD TO ONE ON FILE

Ask user which one;
get and validate
the reply

!
Ask for frequency;
get and validate
the reply

!
Set thresholds to
most extreme values
(widest range)

I

1

~ no

To obtain a limited range. e.g.
to account for only rain or ice

<~
yes

Ask which threshold
to change; get and
validate the reply

!
Ask for value;
get. validate and
store the reply

I

Ask user if to
plot. write or
add to another file

Plot distr. funct .•
taking thresholds
into account

Write contents of
array. taking thr.
into account

Add contents to
file. taking thresh.
into account
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Diagram 12
pur SINGLE DISfRIBurION TO

ourpur OR ADD TO ONE ON FILE

Ask user which one;
get and validate
the reply

I
"From which joint
distr.?"; get and
validate the reply

Also: determine if the array will then
horizontally or vertically be summed.

I
Ask for frequency;
get and validate
the reply
I
Set thresholds to
most extreme values
(widest range)

I

1

~ no

To obtain a limited range, e.g.
to account for only rain or ice

<~
yes

Ask which threshold
to change; get and
validate the reply

I
Ask for value;
get, val idate and
store the reply
I

Construct a
one-dimensional
distribution array
Ask user if to
plot, write or
add to another file

Plot distr. funct.,
taking thresholds
into account

Write contents of
array, taking thr.
into account

Add contents to
file, taking thresh.
into account
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APPENDIX E. (x)MPONENTS FOR THE PROGRAM
In this appendix, some listings are presented of the constants,
the variables and the routines that the program will use. They
are printed in the well-known ugly matrix letter that is
traditional for program listings.
The programming language is C.
For routines that are called, but not described here, is referred
to [31].
Warning: None of the routines has been tested and "debugged" yet.
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1***************************************************************

*
Include files
*
****************************************************************
1* liD r-oLltines
1* Mathematical

#include (stdio.h)
#include (math.'h}

r-outines

1***************************************************************

*
Constants
*****************************************************************

*define
#define
#define
"define
#define
#define
"define
#define

LEN_XPD 40
LEN_CPA 80
LEN_A 200
LEN_B 180
LEN_THM 90
LEN_DXPD 100
FREQS 3
FREQ_THR 15

#define POL_ANGLE -18.4
#define HYST_CPA_THR 0.5

1*
1*
1*
1*

Ar-r-ay sizes of distr-. arr-ays
for- XPD, CPA, diff. atten.,
diff. phase, canting angle
and difference XPD

1* Number of fr-equencies
1* Thr-esh. fr-eq. between diff.
atten. and diff phase for rai
1* Polar-ization angle
1* Hysteresis for CPA between rand ice

*define PI 3.1415926536

1***************************************************************

**

Macros

*
****************************************************************
#define arctan(}:)

«abs(>:>(1.0)? at.:mb:> : (PI/2 - atan(1.0h:»)
1* arctangent
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1*******************************************************************

**
Variables
**
*
*
*******************************************************************1
1*

Joint distribution arrays
distr_xpd_cpa[LEN_XPDJ[LEN_CPAJ[FREQSJ;
distr_xpdc-cpa[LEN_XPDJ[LEN_CPAJ[FREQSJ;
di str_dxpd_cpa[LEN_DXPDJ [LEN_CPAJ;
distr_expdc_cpa[LEN_XPDJ[LEN_CPAJ[FREQSJ;
distr_a_cpa[LEN_AJ[LEN_CPAJ[FREQS];
distr_b_cpa[LEN_BJ[LEN_CPA] [FREQSJ;
distr_a_b[LEN_AJ[LEN_B] [FREQSJ;
distr_thffi_cpa[LEN_THMJ[LEN_CPAJ[FREQSJ;
di str_d_thm[LEN_AJ [LEN_THM] [FREQS];
distr_b_thm[LEN_BJ[LEN_THMJ[FREQSJ;
desired[lOJ;
I t Boolean: Which of those do we
want
int total[lOJtFREQSJ;
Sum of distr. arrays
Operativity of distr. arrays
double operativity[lOJ[FREQSJ;
int cpa_thrtFREQSJ = {O.B, 1.3, 2.0};
CPA between rain and ice
int xpd_thr = 30;
XPD-t.hresh. for calculations
int ice;
1* TRUE if the medium is ice
static int frequencies[FREQS] = {12, 20, 30};
int bOcpa, bOxpd, bodph;
The measured signals; see
[Opex], ch. 7, table I.
int blvcpa, blvxpd, blvdph;
int blhcpa, blhxpd, blhdph;
int bldcpa, blvhph;
int b2cpa, b2xpd, b2dph;
int valid[14J
1* Boolean: which of these are
valid
double yO, xl, yl, y2;
1* XPD's, not in dB's
double phyO, ~hxl, phyl, phy2;
1* Crossp. angles in radians
Canting angle and normalized
int thm, f;
canting angle, in degrees
sin2f and cos2f
double 5, c;
XPDc, not in dB
double ycO, ycl, yc2;
XPDc, in dB
int xpdcO, xpdcl, xpdc2;
EXPDc
int expdcO, expdcl, expdc2;
Diff. atten. in 20ths of dB's
int aO, a1, a2;
Diff. phase shift in '2-deg's
in t bO, b 1, b2;
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

1*
1*
1*
1*

1*
1*

1*

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

*/

*1
*1

*/

*1

*/
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1***************************************************** **********
*
*-

*
routine returns the normalized canting angle (in deg) of .
** This
medium. If the signals required for this are not available, it
assumed to be horizontal.
**- is
sin(2f) and cos(2f) (f= cant. ang.) are also calculated and
**- assigned to sand c, respectively.
Routines called:
sqrt(>:);
square root
*
sqLlare val ue
square (>: ) ;
*
sin(x);
sine
*
cosine
cos <>:) ;
*
arctangent
arctan b:) ;
*
******************************************************* **********
int canting_angle(x,y,fx,fy,valid,c,s)
float x, y;
XPD's but not in dB's
Crosspolar angles, in radian
float fx,fy;
TRUE is the signals are vali
int valid;
cos2f and sin2f
double c,s;
{

double f;
double t;
int fdeg;
if (!valid)
{

fdeg = (int) (-POL ANGLE);
f = fdeg*PI/180;
c = cos(2*-f);
s = sin(2*f);

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

canting angle
tan2f
f in degrees

1*
1*

Cannot calculate canting
angle; assume it is horizont

}

else

•

{

t = 21 (>:*cos(f>:)
y*cos(fy»;
f = O.5*arctan(t);
fdeg = f*180/PI;
c = sqrt(l/(l + square(t»);
s = sqrt(l - square(c»;
if (fy } 0)
{

1*

cos2f

i* sin2f

1*
1*

f should be between 90
while (fdeg < 90) fdeg += 90;
and 1f
while (fdeg }= 180) fdeg -= 90; i*
sin2f
is
negative
S = -5;
}

else
{

while (fdeg < 0) fdeg += 90;
while (fdeg >= 90) fdeg -= 90;

It f should be between 0
It
and

«fdeg > 45) && (fdeg < 135»
= -c;

1*

}

if

c
}

return (fdeg);
}

cos2f is negative

C

9

..,.
~,

1***************************************************** **************

*
* This

*

*

circular_xpd

*

*

routine returns the XPD for circular polarization from
* the abs. value and phase of depolarization for y-polarization~
t. and the normalized canting angle~ which is entered by sand c.
* If the value of the crosspolar phase, which is passed to the
* routine, is not valid, an approximation is made by assuming
either differential attenuation or differential phase shift,
* depending on freql,..lency and on "rain or ice".

*
*
*

*
*
*
**
*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*

Routines called:

sqrt(x);
square (;-:) ;
cos(>:);
abs(>:);

square root
square val ue
cosine
ab~.olute value

**********************t******************************** *************1*
double circular_xpd(s~c,y,fy,valid~ice,freq)
double s;
sin2f
double c;
cos2f
double y;
XPDy~ not in dB
double fy;
It Crosspolar phase in radians
int valid;
TRUE if fy is valid
int ice;
TRUE if the medium is ice
int freq;
Frequency ~ in GHz

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
I*

{

*1
*1
t.1
tl
*1
*1
*1

double result;
if (valid)
result = sqrt(square(y)*square(s) + 2*y*s*c*cos(fy) + square(c»;

.

else
{

if

It if fy is not valid

«freq < FREQ_THR)
result

else
result

=

=

I

I

I

( i ce) )

1*
1*

See which approximation
should be made

sqrt(square(y)*square(s) - square(c»;

1*

Approx.~

assuming diff. phase

1*

Approx.~

assuming diff. atten.*1

*/

abs(y*abs(s) + c);

}

return (result>;
}

I

*1
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1***************************************************** ***********

*
diff_atten
*
t* This routine returns the differential attenuation between
the two eigendirections of the
from the abs. value and
* phase
of depolarization for
the xpd for
** circular polarization, and the normalized canting
which
is entered by sand c. If the value of the crosspolar
** which is passed to the
is not
an approximation
is made by assuming either differential attenuation or
* differential phase
depending on frequency and on "rain c
* ice".
*t The unit in which the result is returned is 20ths of dB's.
*
sqr-t (}:);
Routines called:
square root.
*
square (}: ) ; square value
*
cos (}: ) ;
cosine
*
abs(}:);
absolute value
*
log 10 (}: ) ;
10 base logarithm
*
*
****************************************************************:
medium~

y-polarization~

angle~

phase~

routine~

valid~

shift~

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

doubl e s;
double c;
double y;
double fy;
double yc;
int valid;
int ice;
int freq;

sin2f
cos2f

XPDy~ not in dB
Crosspolar phase in radians
Circular XPD~ not in dB
TRUE if fy is valid
TRUE if the medium is ice
It Frequency, in 8Hz

{

double result;
if

(val id)
{

double part1 = square (yc) + 1;
double part2 = 2*V*s*cos(fy) + 2*c;
result = sqrt«partl + part2)/(part1 - part2});
}

else
{

if

«freq < FREQ THR)

1*
1*

(ice) )

result

=

1;

else
result

=

abs«yc + l)/(yc - 1»;

See which approximation
should be made

I t Approx.~

assuming diff. atte

}

return«int)

(-400*10glOCresult) +
It

}

0.5»;
convert to 20ths of dB's
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I**********************t****************************** **************

**
diff_phase
**
*
** This routine returns the differential phase shift between
* the two eigendirections of the
from the abs. value and
*
the xpd for
*
* phase of depolarization for
* circular polarization~ and the normalized canting angle, which *
* is entered by and c. If the value of the crosspolar
*
* which is passed to the routine, is not
an approximation
*
* is made by assuming either pure differential attenuation or
*
* differential phase shift, depending on frequency and on "rain *
** ice".
**
The unit in which the result is returned is 2 degrees.
*
*
Routines called:
square(x); square value
*
si n (x) ;
si ne
*
*
arctan(x); arctangent
*
********************************************************************1*
medium~

y-polarization~

phase~

5

valid~

Ot-

int diff_phase(s~c,y,fy,yc,valid,ice~freq)
double s;
sin2f
double c;
cos2f
double y;
XPDy, not in dB
double fy;
Crosspolar phase in radians
double yc;
Circular XPD~ not in dB
int valid;
TRUE if fy is valid
int ic:e;
TRUE if the medium is ice
int freq;
It Frequency~ in GHz

1*
1*
It
1*
1*
1*
1*

{

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

double result;
if

(valid)
result = arctan«-2*ytsin(fy)*s)/(square(yc) - 1»;

else
{

if

«freq

< FREQ_THR)

I

I

I

,

(ice) )

1*
1*

See which approximation
should be made

tl

*1

result = arc:tan«2*yc)/(square(yc) - 1»;

1*
else
result

=

Approx., assuming diff. phase

0;

}

return«int)

(resultt90/PI + 0.5»;

1*
}

convert to '2-degrees's

*/
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1***************************************************************:

**

median

** This

routine returns the median of a one-dimensional

* distribution array.
*****************************************************************

int median(distr,length)
int distr[J;
int length;
{

int
int
int
int

left = 0;
right = length - 1;
left_sum = distr[leftJ;
right_sum = distr[rightJ;

while (left < right)
{

if (left_sum <= right_sum)
leftsum += distr[left++J;
else
rightsum += distr[right--J;
}

return <left) ;
}

1*
1*

One-dim. distr. array
The length of the array
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/******************************************************************

*
approximation
* This routine determines the values of a and b in the expression
* y = a + b.x as a least square error regression of the
* values in the arrays "values" (for y) and "argument.s" (for x).
* The arrays should be equally
but if
the shortest
* length of the two is considered. The expressions that yield a
* and bare:
** b = (n.sum(y.x)-sum(y).sum(x»/(sum 2 (x)-n.sum(x 2 »;
* a = (sum(y)+b.sum(x»/n
•

sized~

*
*

not~

with "sum" denoting a summation over the array.
and n = the number of elements in the arrays

*
*
*
*
*"

*

*"

**
*
*"
*"

*"*
**
Routines called:
square(x)
square value
*
minimum of two values *
abs (x)
absol ute val ue
*
*
**************************"*****************************"*******"*****/*"
min(x~y)

approximation(values,arguments,val_length~arg_length,a~b)

double values[J;
double arguments[];
int val_length;
int arg_length;
float a~ b;

Values of y
Values of x
Length of "values"
Length of "arguments"
The results

{

int num_elements = min(val_length,arg_length);
int i;
double sum_y, sum_x, sum_sq_x, sum_y_x;
double denominator;
for

(i=O; i

~

num_elements; i++)

{

sum_y += values[iJ;
sum_x += arguments[iJ;
sum_sq_x += square(arguments[iJ);
sum_y_x += values[iJ*"arguments[iJ;
}

denominator = num_elementstsum_sq_x - square(sum_x);
if (abs(denominator) < 0.0001)
return(UNDEFINED);
else
{

}

}

b = (float) «num_elements*"sum_y_x) - (sum_y*sum_x»/denominator;
a = (float) (sum_y + b*"sum_x)/num_elements;
return(NO_ERROR);
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/***************************************************************l

*
appro>: i mat i on2
*
*
routine determines the value of b in the expression
* This
y = b.x as a least square error regression of the
I*
t. values in the arrays "values" (for y) and "arguments" (for

>:).
but if not, the shortest
length of the two is considered. The expression that yields b
is:

It. The arrays should be equally sized,

**
* b = sum(y.x)/(sum2 (x)
*
with "sum" denoting a summation over the array.
*
square value
square(x)
Routines called:
*
mi ni mum of
val ue'
min(x,y)
*
******************************************************* **********
t~JO

double values[];
double arguments[];
int val_length;
int arg_Iength;
float b;

Values of y
Val ues of >:
Length of "values"
Length of "arguments"
The result

{

int num_elements = min(val_Iength,arg_Iength);
int i;
double sum_sq_x, sum_v_x;
for

(i=O; i

<

num_elements; i++)

{

sum_sq_x += square(arguments[iJ);
sum_y_x += values[i]*arguments[iJ;
}

Csum_sq_x < 0.0001)
return(UNDEFINED);
else
if

{

b = (float) Csum_y_>:/sum_sq_>:);
return(NO_ERROR);
}
}
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1*******************************************************************
*
rain model_test
**
** This routine determines the rain model constants 5', C, va, V1, **

* V2 and P in the expression
*
**
**
XPD = 5' + Clog f - V log CPA + P.CPA + I
** from the two-dimensional distribution arrays distr1[][](] of XPDc**
* and CPA (sizes: LEN_XPD, LEN_CPA, FREQS) and distr2[][] OF DXPD *
* AND CPA (sizes: LEN_DXPD, LEN_CPA)
*
*
*
Routines called:
median(distr,length)
*
appro>:i mat i on ()
*
*
apprO}: i mat i on2 ()
*
* N.B. The median could be replaced by the mean value.
*
*******************************************************************1

rain_model_test(distr1,distr2,v,c,s,p)
int distr1[][][];
Distr. array of XPDc and CPA
int distr2[][];
1* Distr. array of dXPD and CPA
float v[], c, s, p;
the resulting constants

1*
18

*1
*1
*1

{

int mean_or_median[LEN_CPA];
int temporary1[LEN_XPD], temporary2[LEN_DXPD];
float 2_cpa[LEN_CPA], 10g_cpa[LEN_CPA];
float u[FREQS];
static float 10g_freqs[FREQS] = {1.097, 1.301, 1.477};
int a, >:, f;
1* Indices for CPA, XPD, freq.
for(f = 0; f < FREQS; f++)
For every frequnency:
{

for(a

=

0; a

< LEN_CPA; a++)

1*
1*

For every CPA-value:

*t

*1

*/

{

log_cpa[a] = log(2*a);
for(x = 0; x < LEN_XPD; x++)
Determine median XPDc
temporary1[x] = distr1[x][a][f];
mean_or_median[a] = median(temporaryl,LEN_XPD);

1*

}

*1

*1

1* Approximate with U + Vlog CPA
approximation (mean_or_median,log_cpa,LEN_CPA,LEN_CPA,u [f],v[f]);
v [ f ] = -v [ f ] ;
I
I n v er t ',,I
I

*

}

1* Approximate U with 5 + Clog f
approximation(u,log_freqs,FREQS,FREQS,s,c);
for(a = 0; a < LEN_CPA; a++)
For every CPA-value:

1*

*

*1
*1

{

2_cpa[a]

=

4*a;

1*

Determine median dXPD
for(x = 0; x < LEN_DXPD; x++)
temporary2[x] = distr2[x][aJ;
mean or median[a] - median(temporary2,LEN_DXPD);
}

1*

Approximate dXPD with 2.P.CPA
approximation2(mean_or_median, 2_cpa, LEN_CPA, LEN_CPA,p) ;
.

~

•>

*1
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I******-********************************t.************** ***********

* As an e>:ample of the block "Put into distribution function::.", i
* shown here how a sample is put into the distribution function c
* XPD and CPA.
*
*****************************************************************
if desired [0]
{

1*

Sample of BO

if valid [1] && valid [2]
{

distr_xpd_cpa [boxpd] [bocpa] [0] ++;
total [0] [0] ++;
}

1*

Sample of Bl

if valid [7] && valid [8]
}

distr_xpd_cpa [blvxpd] [b2vxpd] [1] ++;
total [0] [1] ++;
}

1*

Sample of B2

if valid [12] && valid [13]
{

distr_xpd_cpa [b2xpdJ [b2cpaJ [2J ++;
total [OJ [2] ++;
}
}

